









































Abstract&!Molecular! plasmonics! involves! the! study! and! applications! of! plasmonic! metal!nanostructures! interacting!with!molecules.! It! has!been!a!basis! for!development!of!fundamental! understandings! of! lightImatter! interactions! as! well! as! of! new!technologies,! including! biological! and! chemical! sensors! and! plasmonIenhanced!spectroscopies.!Plasmonic!nanoparticles!can! focus! light! to!subwavelength!volumes!resulting! in! strong! induced! electromagnetic! fields.! When! a! molecule! is! placed! in!such!a!“hot!spot”,!its!properties!can!change!dramatically!due!to!modifications!of!the!photon!density!of!states.!This!thesis!focuses!on!studies!of!coupled!moleculeIplasmon!systems!in!which!the!plasmon!energy!coincides!with!a!molecular!exciton!absorption!band.!!!Colloidal! silver! nanorods! and! silver! nanotriangles! were! coupled! to! molecular! JIaggregates! and! studied! at! the! single! particle! level.! JIaggregates! are! attractive! for!studies! of! resonant! plasmonImolecule! interactions! because! of! their! narrow!linewidths! and!high! oscillator! strengths.!Depending! on! the! damping! rates,! quality!factors!and!mode!volumes!of!the!nanoparticle!plasmon!resonance,!it!was!shown!that!it! is! possible! to! reach! different! interaction! regimes,! ranging! from!weak! to! strong!coupling,!characterized!by!distinct!spectral!profiles.!!!Rhodamine!6G!(R6G)!is!a!dye!molecule!which!interactions!with!plasmons!has!been!studied! extensively! in! the! context! of! surfaceIenhanced! Raman! spectroscopy.!Thiolated! R6G! and! ordinary! R6G! was! adsorbed! on! silver! nanoparticles! and! the!scattering!and!absorption!properties!of!the!composite!systems!were!compared.!The!thiol! linker! resulted! in! immobilization! of!more!molecules! per! silver! nanoparticle,!which! resulted! in! a! pronounced! spectral! dip! in! the! plasmon! scattering! spectrum!qualitatively! similar! to! the! JIaggregate! case.! However,! simulations! showed! that!surfaceIenhanced!absorption!was!the!main!mechanism!behind!the!spectral!changes!in!this!case.!!!!In! addition! to! confining! light! in! small! volumes,! plasmonic! nanoparticles! can! also!direct! light! under! special! circumstances.! The! last! part! of! the! thesis! deals! with!directional!scattering!from!bimetallic!plasmonic!nanoparticle!antennas.!It!is!shown!that!light!can!be!scattered!in!different!directions!determined!by!its!wavelength,!that!is,!the!plasmonic!antenna!constitute!a!nanoscale!“color!router”.!!
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Chapter!1!Introduction!!!!Light!brings!life!to!our!world!and!we!see!the!world!through!light.!Interaction!of!light!with!matter!makes!it!possible!for!us!to!perceive!the!matter.!Light!hits!photoreceptor!cells!of!our!retina,!which!is!the!base!of!our!sense!of!vision.!When!light!interacts!with!matter,!it!can!be!absorbed,!emitted,!scattered,!and/or!reflected.!For!instance,!plants!doing!photosynthesis!absorb!light!and!convert!it!into!chemical!energy.!We!perceive!colors!and!shapes!of!objects!depending!on!the!properties!of!the!object!and!on!how!light! interacts!with!this!object.!For!example,!when!we!look!at!an!object,!we!see! its!color!because!it!reflects!that!color.!Thus!interaction!of!light!with!matter!can!reveal!information! about! it.! Light! is! an! investigative! tool! to! understand! matter! and!therefore! the!world!around!us.!This! is!a!step! forward! to!design!and!engineer!new!systems,!which!can!lead!to!technological!innovations!and!developments.!!!Controlling! and! manipulating! lightImatter! interactions! are! the! basis! of! many!existing!technologies,!as!well!as!new!scientific!and!technological!developments![1].!Advancements! in! nanoscale! synthesis,! fabrication,! characterization,! and!computational! tools! made! it! possible! to! study! the! nearIfield! properties! of! lightImatter!interactions!at!the!nanoscale![2],!while,!formerly,!research!was!more!focused!on!the!farIfield!aspect!of!these!interactions[3,4].!Interaction!of!light!with!nanosized!metal!particles!has!led!to!the!emerging!area!of!plasmonics.!The!plasmon!resonance!is!a!coherent!oscillation!of!the!surface!conduction!electrons!in!the!metal!excited!by!electromagnetic! radiation.! Plasmonic! metal! nanostructures! provide! the! ability! to!control!and!manipulate!light!at!the!nanometre!scale![5–8].!!One!of!the!most! important!properties!of!plasmonic!nanostructures!is!the!ability!to!focus!light!to!subwavelength!volumes.!In!that!sense,!plasmonic!nanostructures!can!be!considered!as!optical!resonators!or!cavities,!an!analogy!that!is!used!in!some!parts!of!this!thesis.!Chapter!2!describes!the!properties!of!plasmonic!nanostructures!from!the! cavity! perspective! and! defines! related! properties! of! optical! cavities.! When!plasmonic! nanostructures! are! compared! with! traditional! cavities,! such! as!micropillars! and! photonic! crystals,! they! have! both! advantages! and! disadvantages.!The!main!advantage!of!the!plasmonic!nanostructures!is!that!they!can!squeeze!light!into!volumes!much!smaller!than!the!diffraction!limit!and!the!effective!mode!volumes!of! other! cavities.! On! the! other! hand,! the! quality! factor! of! plasmonic! resonances,!which!determines! the! ability! of! a! cavity! to! temporally! confine! light,! is! lower! than!that! of! the! other! cavities! due! to! losses.! High! quality! factor! cavities! are! generally!preferred!because!they!allow!for!longer!interaction!times!and!stronger!coupling!to!
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molecules! interacting! with! the! cavity.! However,! having! a! high! quality! factor! also!restricts! the! bandwidth! and! increases! the! time! it! takes! to! reemit! photon! that! has!been!absorbed!in!the!cavity.!Another!disadvantage!of!having!a!high!quality!factor!is!the! size! of! the! cavity,! because! high! quality! factor! cavities! are! usually! larger.! This!results!in!a!large!size!mismatch!between!the!cavity!and!the!emitter,!which!becomes!a! challenge!when! designing! and! realizing! subwavelength! and! strongly! interacting!plasmonIemitter! systems.! Therefore,! even! though! plasmonic! nanostructures! have!relatively! low! quality! factors,! their! subwavelength! effective! mode! volumes! may!overcome! these! disadvantages! and! maybe! eventually! become! better! alternatives.!For! instance,! singleIphoton! sources! on! a! chip! at! optical! frequencies! with! high!operation!speed!based!on!plasmonic!nanostructures!have!been!proposed![9].!!!Another! important! advantage! of! plasmonic! nanostructures! is! that! they! can! act! as!nanoantennas! that! can! manipulate! and! direct! light! [10–12].! This! property! of!plasmonic!nanostructures!is!described!in!Chapter!2.!When!light!is!focused!in!a!small!volume!by!a!antenna,!one!might!think!that! light! inherently! leaves!the!antenna!in!a!directed!way.!However!it!is!not!that!straightforward.!Antennas!are!needed!to!collect!and! couple! light! into! free! space! propagation! in! an! efficient! way.! Plasmonic!nanostructures! can! be! designed! to! give! light! directional! emission! by! means! of!different!symmetry!breaking!mechanisms!with!resulting!effect!of!interference.!This!occurs! via! plasmonIplasmon! interaction.! In! Paper! 4,! directional! emission! from!plasmonic! nanoparticles! is! demonstrated! by! using! bimetallic! particle! dimers.! In!Chapter!2,!an!unpublished!continuation!study!of!Paper!4!is!also!presented.!!!Understanding!properties!of!plasmonic!nanostructures!by!using!the!cavity!analogy!helps! us! study! the! interaction! of! plasmonic! nanostructures! with! molecules! or!emitters,! a! field!usually! referred! to!as!molecular!plasmonics.! Since! the! interaction!between! surface! plasmons! and! nearby! molecules! constitutes! the! basics! of! many!applications!and!technologies,!the!study!of!moleculeIplasmon!interactions,!became!a!significant!subIfield!of!plasmonics.!Even!though!moleculeIplasmon!interactions!has!been!a!subject!of!former!studies,!there!are!many!gaps!in!the!current!understanding!of! the! field.!One! reason! is! that! a!precise! spatial! and! spectral! control! of! plasmonic!nanostructures!as!well!as!positioning!of!molecules!near!metal!surfaces!are!needed!for! effective! moleculeIplasmon! interactions.! This! requires! advanced!nanofabrication,! chemical! synthesis,! surface! and! molecular! functionalization,!molecular! selfIassembly,! and! accurate! measurements! and! computational! tools! to!model,! design,! control,! and! characterize! molecules! on! metal! surfaces.! Therefore!breakthroughs!in!all!these!areas!have!led!to!recent!progress!in!the!field!of!molecular!plasmonics.!To!be!more!specific,!developments! in!chemical!synthesis!have!made!it!possible!to!synthesize!highly!crystalline!nanoparticles!of!different!shapes,!sizes!and!compositions!by!forming!particles!on!an!atomIbyIatom!basis![13].!Improvements!in!lithography!techniques!have!enabled!fabrication!of!nanoparticles!that!are!controlled!in! size,! shape,! and! position! on! a! substrate.! This! method! is! crucial! to! tailor! the!spacing! of! plasmonic! particles,! which! enables! controlling! the! particleIparticle!interactions.!Moreover,!novel!methods!were!developed!by!combining!chemical!and!lithographic! techniques,! such! as! colloidal! lithography,!which! renders! possible! the!
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fabrication!of!plasmonic!nanostructures!over!large!areas![14].!Even!though!it!is!still!a!challenge!to!precisely,!specifically!and!selectively!position!molecules! in!a!certain!configuration! and! orientation! on!metal! nanostructures! in! a! robust! way,! different!surface!functionalization!techniques!have!been!developed!by!using!chemical!bonds,!electrostatic! interactions! or! biological! recognitions.! Molecular! selfIassembly! has!become!a!powerful!way!to!immobilize!molecules!on!metal!surfaces![13].!Advances!in! optical! imaging! and! spectroscopy! techniques,! such! as! single! particle! darkIfield!microscopy! and! hyper! spectral! imaging,! facilitate! the! measurement! of! plasmonImolecule! nanocomplexes! on! a! single! particle! level.! This! provides! detailed!information!about!the!properties!of!nanostructures!that!are!not!measurable!on!the!ensemble! level! [7].! These! improvements! in! both! plasmonics! and! molecular!nanotechnology!have!progressively!shifted!the!focus!of!molecular!plasmonics!from!developing! plasmonic! molecule! complexes! and! investigating! their! physical!properties!to!the!potential!applications!of!these!complexes.!The!broad!spectrum!of!applications! includes! biological! and! chemical! sensors! [15],! surfaceIenhanced!spectroscopies! [16,17]! ,! plasmon! resonance! energy! transfer! (PRET)! [18,19],!plasmon! enhanced! solar! light! harvesting! [20],! nearIfield! scanning! optical!microscopy! [21],! single! molecule! detectors! [22],! targeted! delivery! [23],! optical!tweezers![24]!and!optical!switches!of!gene!interference![25].!In!fluorescenceIbased!applications,!interactions!of!metal!nanostructures!with!fluorophores!can!have!many!useful! effects,! including! increased! quantum! yields,! increased! photostability,!increased! distances! for! resonance! energy! transfer,! and! decreased! lifetimes.! These!changes! can! result! in! improved! sensitivity! and! photostability! and! decreased!interference!from!unwanted!background!emission![26].!!!Molecules! can! interact! with! plasmonic! nanostructures! optically,! thermally! or!mechanically![13].!In!this!thesis,!I!focus!on!the!optical!mode!of!interaction.!Localized!surface! plasmon! resonance! (LSPR)! based! sensing! [27],! surface! enhanced!fluorescence! (SEF)! [28],! surfaceIenhanced! Raman! spectroscopy! (SERS)! [29],!moleculeIplasmon!hybridization![30],!and!plasmon!energy!transfer!(PRET)![18]!are!examples! of! optical! interaction.! Optical! interaction! between! molecules! and!collective! excitation! of! conduction! electrons! in! metal! nanoparticles! substantially!depends! on! the! electronic! structure! of! molecules.! If! the! molecule! has! resonant!absorbance!overlapping!with!that!of!the!surface!plasmons,!we!can!observe!plasmon!resonant!energy!transfer!or!plasmon!hybridization.!!!In!Chapter!3!the!basic!properties!of!molecular!optical!excitation!are!discussed!with!a!focus!on!Rhodamine!6G!and!molecular!JIaggregate,!which!are!the!subjects!of!Paper!1,!Paper!2!and!Paper!3.!Chapter!4!provides!a!background!to!some!of!the!plasmonImolecule!interactions!starting!with!refractive!index!dependent!plasmonic!resonance!sensing.! This! method! was! used! to! measure! the! kinetics! of! streptavidin! coated!quantum! dot! binding! on! gold! nanoparticles! for! directional! emission! of! bimetallic!nanoantennas.!The!principles!of!surface!enhanced!Raman!spectroscopy!(SERS)!and!surface! enhanced! fluorescence! (SEF)! are! then! described.! SEF! is! related! to! Purcell!effect,! which! also! makes! a! connection! with! cavity! properties! of! plasmonic!nanoparticles.!I!then!briefly!discuss!Förster!Resonance!Energy!Transfer!(FRET)!and!
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my! unpublished! preliminary! results! on! plasmon! enhanced! FRET! of! fluorescent!proteins! in!mammalian! cell! membranes.! Finally,! resonance! coupling! is! presented!from! two! different! perspectives,! the! coupled! harmonic! oscillator! model! and! the!cavity!perspective,!with!analogies!in!cavity!quantum!electrodynamics.!Paper!1!and!Paper!2!focus!on!the!importance!of!reaching!the!soIcalled!strong!coupling!regime.!A!strongly! coupled! lightIemitter! system! is! important! because! it! can! enable! photonIphoton!interactions!at!the!singleIphoton!level!due!to!its!nonlinear!energy!structure.!This!is!because!photonIphoton!interactions!are!quite!weak!and!require!nonlinearity![9].! This! effect! is! known! as! photon! blockade! in! cavity! quantum! electrodynamics!(CQED)! analogy! [31].! There! has! been! a! report! about! this! effect! with! plasmonic!nanostructures! [32].! Single! photon! transistors! are! another! possible! application! of!strongly! coupled!plasmonIemitter! systems! [33,34].! The! strong! coupling! regime! in!plasmonics! has! also! been! proposed! as! a! means! to! enhancing! chemical! reactions![35].!!In! Chapter! 4,! surface! chemistry,! fabrication,! and! optical!measurement! techniques!are!described.!The!thesis!ends!with!Chapter!5,!presenting!outlook!and!a!summary!of!the!appended!papers.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !
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Chapter!2!!Surface!Plasmons!in!Nanoparticles!!This! chapter! focuses! on! the! basic! properties! of! the! surface! plasmons,! such! as! the!ability!to!focus!light!in!subdiffraction!volumes!and!to!manipulate!and!direct!light!at!the!nanoscale.!This!chapter!also!describes!how!plasmonic!nanoparticles!supporting!surface! plasmons! can! be! considered! as! cavities,! which! will! help! to! understand!plasmonIexciton! interactions! later! in! Chapter! 4.! The! properties! of! silver!nanotriangles!as!a!cavity!are!compared!with!other!cavities.!Silver!nanoparticles!are!chosen! in! this! comparison! because! they!were! studied! in! Paper! 1! and! Paper! 2! in!terms!of!plasmonIexciton!interaction!resulting!in!different!interaction!regimes,!from!weak!to!strong!coupling.!!!In!addition!to!the!ability!to!focus!light!into!small!volumes,!plasmonic!nanoparticles!can!also!manipulate!and!direct! light!at!the!nanoscale!functioning!as!nanoantennas.!PlasmonIplasmon! interaction! is! the! basis! of! the! directional! light! emission.!Directionality!can!be!achieved!in!different!ways!but!the!fundamentals!lie!in!coupling!of!different!plasmonic!components!resulting!in!interference!and,!as!a!consequence,!directional! emission! into! the! far! field! [36].! In! this! chapter! basic! concepts! of!directionality!are!given!as!the!background!for!Paper!4,!after!which!the!unpublished!continuation!work!of!Paper!4!is!presented.!!!Plasmon!oscillations! can!be! described!by! classical! physics,! in!which! the! collective!oscillations!of!free!electrons!in!metals!are!modeled!as!a!damped!harmonic!oscillator,!in! other! words! the! Lorentz! model.! An! external! electric! field! gives! rise! to! a!displacement!of!the!electron!gas!with!respect!to!the!ionic!cores![37].!This!induces!a!restoring! electric! field! inside! and! outside! the! particle.! If! there! is! a! nonIabsorbing!molecule! or! a! solvent! with! high! dielectric! function! in! the! close! vicinity! of! the!plasmonic!particle,! these! restoring! forces!become!weaker!by! shifting! the!plasmon!resonance!to!lower!energies!(redshift!in!wavelength)![38].!The!relation!between!the!polarizability!of!a!subwavelength!spherical!nanoparticle!and!the!dielectric!function!of!the!surrounding!medium!(alternatively,!refractive!index)!can!be!understood!from!the! following! formula! based! on! the! quasiIstatic! approximation.! The! complex!polarizability!defining! the!dipole!moment! inside! the!metal!particle! induced!by! the!external!field!is!given!as![39]:!!! ! ! = 4!!! !!"#$% ! − !!"#!"#!!"#$% ! + 2!!"#$%!! !(2.1)! !!
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Here,!!!is!the!radius!of!the!spherical!particle.!The!dielectric!function!of!the!metal!can!be!approximated!by!the!free!electron!Drude!model!with! !!as!the!plasma!frequency!and!!!as!the!damping!factor:!!! !!"#$% ! = 1− !!!!! + !"#! !(2.2)! !!The! polarizability! undergoes! a! resonance! when! the! real! part! of! the! dominator!vanishes! ( !" !!"#$% ! = −2!!"#$%! )! and! !" !!"#$% ! !is! small! or! slowly!varying.! By! using! the! complex! polarizability,! the! scattering,! absorption! and!extinction!cross!sections!can!be!calculated!via! the!Poynting!vector,!where!!!"#$% =!! + !"!![40].!!!! !!"# = ! !!6! ! ! = 8!3 !!!! !!"#$% ! − !!"#$%!!!"#$% ! + 2!!"#$%! !! !(2.3)! !!! !!"# = !!"# ! = 4!"!!!" !!"#$% ! − !!"#$%!!!"#$% ! + 2!!"!"#$ ! !(2.4)! !!! !!"# = !!!"# + !!"#! !(2.5)! !!2.1!Optical!resonators!!Optical! resonators! confine! and! store! light! at! resonance! frequencies! which! are!determined! by! their! geometrical! dimensions! and! constituent! materials.! Within! a!resonator,! light! circulates! or! is! repeatedly! reflected.! FabryIPerot! resonators,!microdisks,! and! photonics! crystals! are! some! of! the! typical! examples! of! optical!cavities.!Optical!resonators!are!characterized!by!two!parameters:!the!mode!volume!and!the!quality!factor![41].!!!The! mode! volume!!!!!!(or! effective! volume)! describes! the! degree! of! spatial! light!confinement.!It!is!defined!as!the!volume!of!the!confined!optical!mode!and!expressed!with!the!following!formula:!!! !!"" = !(!) !(!) !!!!!"# !(!) !(!) ! ! !(2.6)! !!!(!)!is!the!dielectric!constant!and! !(!) !is!the!strength!of!electric!field!in!the!cavity![42,43].! The! denominator! is! the! maximum! value! of! the! product! of! the! dielectric!constant!and!the!strength!of!the!electric!field!over!all!!.!!!
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The! second! parameter! is! the! quality! factor! (!),! which! represents! the! degree! of!temporal! light! confinement! in! the! cavity.! It! is! a! dimensionless! parameter! that!describes!the!time!in!which!,light!can!be!stored,!relative!to!the!optical!period!of!the!mode!of! confined! light.!A! large!quality! factor! indicates! lowIloss! in! the! cavity.! It! is!defined!by!the!ratio!of!the!stored!energy!in!the!cavity!to!the!energy!loss!per!optical!cycle!of!the!confined!light![41]:!!! ! = 2! !"!#$%!!"#$%&!"!#$%!!"##!!"#!!"!#$! !(2.7)! !!As!the!stored!energy!!!is!lost!at!the!rate!!!!!/!!!(per!cycle!of!the!optical!field)!and!as!!! !is! the! loss! coefficient! of! the! cavity,! then! the! quality! factor! can! be!written! as!following:!!! ! = 2!!!!!! ! !(2.8)! !!By!substituting!the!spectral!width!which!is!given!by!Γ = !!!/2!,! the!quality! factor!becomes!equal!to!!! ! = !!Γ ! !(2.9)! !!2.2!Plasmonic!nanoparticles!as!cavities!!Optical! resonators,! or! cavities,! consist! of! a! closed! structure! that! can! confine!electromagnetic! fields! within! a! small! volume! and! yield! large! field! enhancement![43,44].! Similarly,!metallic! nanostructures! can! also! concentrate! light! and! produce!high!local!field!intensities![45].!Light!incident!on!plasmonic!nanoparticles!applies!a!force! on! the! gas! of! electrons! inside! the! nanoparticle! and! drives! them! into! the!collective! oscillations,! which! is! known! as! a! surface! plasmon.! ! At! a! certain! light!frequency,!a!collective!oscillation!of!the!electrons!are!resonantly!driven,!resulting!in!a!strongly!confined!field!which!is!known!as!hot!spots![5,46].!Charges!concentrate!at!the! apex! of! plasmonic! nanoparticles.! Therefore,! plasmonic! nanoparticles! having!sharp! edges! such! as! rods,! triangles! and! cones,! can! give! higher! field! enhancement!compared! to! spherical! particles! [46].! High! field! enhancement! can! be! also! be!achieved!by!having!a!small!gap!between!plasmonic!nanoparticles,!where!the!charges!of! opposite! signs! build! up! across! the! gap! [5,46–49][46,50–52].! Figure! 2.1! shows!examples! of! charge! distributions! and! hot! spots! in! commonly! used! plasmonic!nanostructures.!The!blue!arrows!represent!the!polarization!of!the!incident!field.!The!charge!distribution!and!the!modes!shown!in!Figure!2.1!are!only!some!examples!of!the! possible! oscillations,! and! the! plasmonic! nanostructures! here! presented! can!support!different,! including!higher!order!modes.!For! instance,! for! the!nanorod!the!longitudinal!mode!is!given!and!the!transverse!mode!can!be!excited!by!perpendicular!polarization.!For!the!nanotriangles,!one!of!the!possible!dipole!modes!is!illustrated.!!!!!
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nanospheres!decreases!(dephasing!time!increases)!when!particles!become!smaller,!due!to!suppressed!radiation!decay.!The!linewidth!of!nanorods!decreases!with!higher!aspect!ratios!and!reaches!a! limit.!This! is!because! in!such!small!nanorods!radiative!decay!is!already!small!and!nonradiative!decay!decreases!with!increasing!an!aspect!ratio!due!to!interband!transitions![53].!!
&!
!
Figure& 2.2& –! (a)!Scattering!spectra!of!a!gold!nanorod!and!nanosphere!under! illumination!conditions! where! the! incident! light! is! polarized! along! the! long! rod! axis.! The! resonance!energies! and! linewidths! are! marked.! (b)! Linewidth! of! plasmon! resonances! in! nanorods!(black!dots)!and!nanospheres! (open! triangles)!are!plotted!as! resonance!energy.!The! right!part! of! the! plot! shows! the! corresponding! dephasing! times.! The! black! triangles! are! the!nanospheres!with!diameter!150,!100,!80,!60,!40,!20!nm!from!left!to!right.! !Different!aspect!ratios! for! nanorod! are! indicated! in! the! plot.! Solid! lines! show! the! calculated! results.! (c)!Quality! factor!of! the!same!particles!are!plotted!as!a! function!of!resonance!energy! for!both!nanorods! and! nanospheres.! (Reproduced! from! [53])! (d)! Quality! factor! versus! resonance!energy!is!given!for!silver!and!gold!nanoparticles!(Reproduced!from![50])!
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The! Q! factor! of! the! plasmonic! nanoparticles! also! depends! on! material! and! the!dielectric!function!of!the!metal!at!the!given!plasmon!frequency!as!shown!in!Figure!2.2!(d).![50],![55].!Silver!nanoparticles!are!better!than!gold!nanoparticles!in!terms!of!quality! factor! and! field! enhancement.!Note! than! in! Figure! 2.2! (d)! radiation! losses!and!surface!imperfection!are!neglected![50].&
&Crystallinity! is! another!parameter! that! can! influence! losses!and!quality! factor!of! a!plasmonic! cavity.! Losses! are! determined! both! by! Ohmic! losses! and! scattering! at!grain!boundaries.!It!has!been!shown!that!polycrystalline!gold!film!has!higher!losses!and!shorter!propagation!lengths!compared!to!singleIcrystalline!gold![56].!Grain!size!also! affects! the! losses.! Smaller! grain! sized!plasmonic!nanocavities!have! additional!losses!due!to!the!grain!boundary!scattering!compared!to!bigger!grain!sized!cavities![57].! The! reason! for! the! scattering! lies! mainly! in! inhomogeneities! of! the! freeIelectron!gas!due!to!grain!boundaries![56].!!
&2.3!Plasmonic!cavities!versus!other!cavities!




&Understanding! plasmonic! nanoparticles! from! the! cavity! perspective! is! important!because! it! provides! a! perspective! for! studying! plasmonIemitter! interaction.! In!Chapter!4,!the!comparison!of!the!same!cavities!will!be!extended!to!their!interaction!with! emitters! in! terms! of! different! properties.! Before! studying! plasmonIexciton!interaction,!properties!of!plasmonic!nanoparticles!and!plasmonIplasmon!interaction!will!be!described! in! the! following!section.!This!section! is! the!basis! for! the!Paper!4!and!presents!the!unpublished!continuation!work!of!Paper!4.!!!2.4!Directional!emission!of!quantum!dot! integrated!bimetallic!nanoantennas!
&After! the! light! leaves! the! cavity,! directional! emission! may! be! considered! as! an!inherent!property.!Antennas!are!used! to!mediate!directional! light!emission.!Let!us!consider!a!Hertzian!dipole,!which!is!the!simplest!form!of!a!radiating!element.!If!we!compare! the! radiation! of! a!Hertzian!dipole! and! a! halfIwavelength!dipole! antenna,!the!dipole!antenna! facilitates!more!efficient! coupling!of! the! current! source! to! free!space!radiation!modes,!resulting!in!amplified!and!redirected!emission!as!shown!in!Figure!2.4![61].!!!
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Figure&2.4& ]! !Emission!from!(a)!a!Hertzian!dipole!(the!arrow!indicates!the!direction!of!the!current!and!the!orientation!of!the!dipole)!(b)!a!half!wavelength!antenna![61].!!Plasmonic! nanostructures! can! function! as! antennas! at! the! nanoscale! by! collecting!radiation!of!an!emitter!from!certain!directions!and!redirecting!the!radiation!to!freeIspace! propagation! of! light,! by! reciprocity! [62].! If! the! coupling! of! the! emitter! to! a!nanoantenna!mode!overcomes!the!direct!coupling!of!the!emitter!to!the!far!field,!the!mode!of! the!nanoantenna!determines!the!emission!of! the!emitter![12,62,63].!Then!the!nanoantenna!can!be!considered!as!a!mediating!element!between!near!field!and!far!field![64].!!!Directional!emission!from!a!nanoantenna!is!characterized!by!directivity.!Directivity,!! !,! !,!is!a!figure!of!merit!for!an!antenna!and!it!is!defined!as!the!power!!(!,!)!per!unit! solid! angle! emitted! from! the!antenna! in! a! certain!direction!versus! the!power!per! solid! angle! emitted! from! an! isotropic! source,! which! emits! uniformly! in! all!directions,!radiating!the!same!total!power![65].!!! ! !,! = 4! !(!,!)!(!,!)!Ω! !(2.11)! !!In!other!words,! it!describes!how!much! the!antenna! radiates! in!a! certain!direction!compared! to! the! average! value! over! all! directions.! To! obtain! strong!directionality!with!plasmonic!nanoantennas,!spatial!phase!retardation!between!antenna!elements!are!typically!used.!Yagi–Uda!antennas,!made!of!multiIelement!arrays,!are!one!of!the!examples! of! such! antennas.! They! consist! of! a! locally! driven! feed! element! that! is!coupled! to! several! director! elements! that! collectively! interfere! in! the! far! field,! to!produce! directional! emission! [11],! [66].! However,! the! design! and! fabrication! of!these! types! of! antennas! are! complex! and! the! resulting! antennas! are! not! compact![36].! Another! way! to! obtain! strong! directionality! is! by! using! a! single! element!antenna!if!interference!between!electric!dipole!and!higherIorder!multipole!parts!can!be!achieved![67,68].!!!While!single!element!antennas!are!easier!in!terms!of!design!and!fabrication,!efficient!excitation! of! higherIorder!magnetic! and! electric! multipoles! is! a! challenge.! Strong!field!gradients!on! the! scale!of! the!nanoparticle! are!needed,! excitation!with! simple!plane! wave! illumination! is! hard! [36].! Another! method! for! obtaining! strong!
oscillating point source half wavelengthantenna
a b
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directionality! by! plasmonic! nanoparticles! is! by! manipulating! the! phase! by!introducing!an!asymmetrical!material!composition!as!proposed!in!Paper!4!and!the!continuation! work! presented! in! this! chapter.! Based! on! our! results! presented! in!Paper! 4,! we! continued! to! study! directionality! of! bimetallic! nanoantennas! in! both!vertical! and! horizontal! configurations,! aiming! at! attaching! quantum! dots! and!measuring!the!directional!emission!of!the!attached!quantum!dots.!!!The!results!obtained! for!directional!vertical!bimetallic!nanoantennas!are!shown!in!Figure! 2.5! (a).! A! vertical! bimetallic! nanoantenna! configuration! is! used! because! of!simpler! design! and! fabrication! and! easier! access! for! quantum! dot! attachment.!Scanning!electron!microscopy!images!show!the!structure!of!the!nanoantennas.!The!bottom!disk!is!made!of!Ag!with!diameter!150!nm!and!height!40!nm.!The!top!disk!is!made!of!Au!having!30!nm!height!and!~80I100!nm!diameter!size!depending!on!the!spacer!thickness!between!bottom!and!top!disks.!The!two!disks!were!separated!by!a!30! nm!Al2O3! layer.! The! idea! behind! this! configuration! is! that! the! bottom!Ag! disk!performs!the!role!of!a!reflector!element!and!the!top!Au!disk!performs!the!role!of!a!feed! element! in! the! antenna! structure.!When! the! nanoantenna! is! excited!with! an!incoming!light!from!the!top!(Au!side),!it!gives!a!higher!localized!field!around!the!Au!disk!than!if! the!situation!is!reversed.!The!calculated!nearIfield!intensity!at!730!nm!(n=1.5)!for!the!structure!excited!from!top!(Au!disk)!and!bottom!(Ag!disk)!as!shown!in!Figure!2.5!(b).!The!contrast!in!intensity!at!the!position!near!the!Au!disk!is!shown!with!red!and!blue!arrows.!The!preliminary!electrodynamic!simulations!are!done!by!using!the!Green's!function!method.!In!simulations!parameters!for!Ag!disk!(diameter!=! 145!nm,! height! =! 40! nm)! and!Au!disk! (diameter! =! 85! nm,! height! =! 30! nm)! are!taken.! The! two! disks! are! separated! by! a! 30! nm! spacer.! Figure! 2.5! (c)! shows! the!calculated! frontItoIback! ratio! (F/B)! in! this! configuration.! A! pointIdipole! source! is!positioned!5!nm!to!one!side!of!the!Au!disk.!The!enhancement!factor!was!calculated!by!quantifying!the!radiation!pattern!of!a!point!dipole!with!and!without!an!antenna.!There! is! a! good! agreement! between! the! F/B! ratio! and! enhancement! factor.! The!radiation!pattern!for!a!dipole!placed!5!nm!away!from!the!Au!disk!was!calculated!at!730!nm!in!φ=0!plane!and!shown!in!Figure!2.5!(d).!!!For! optical!measurements,! three! different! samples!were! prepared! by! varying! the!Al2O3! layer! thicknesses!30!nm,!40!nm!and!50!nm! in!order! to! test! the!effect!of! the!spacer! thickness.! Figure! 2.6! shows! SEM! images! in! the! first! row! and! the!corresponding! optical! measurements! of! the! nanoantennas! in! the! second! row.!Nanoantennas! are! excited! by! unpolarized! white! light! illumination! from! a! fiberIcoupled! halogen! lamp! at! normal! incidence! onto! the! samples.! Transmitted! and!reflected!lights!is!measured!by!a!fiberIcoupled!spectrometer.!Absorption!spectra!are!calculated!from!transmission!and!reflection!spectra!(A!=!1–TIR).!
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Figure& 2.6& & ]& SEM!(first! row)!and!optical!measurements! (second! row)! for!different!Al2O3!thicknesses! (a)! 30! nm! (b)! 40! nm! and! (c)! 50! nm.! The! red! curves! show! the! spectra!illuminated! from! top! (Au! disk)! and! the! blue! curves! show! the! spectra! illuminated! from!bottom! (Ag! side).! The! transmission!measurements! are! plotted!with! continuous! lines! and!the! reflection! spectra! are! plotted!with! big! dashed! lines.! The! small! dashed! lines! show! the!corresponding!absorption!spectra!calculated! from! the! transmission!and!reflection!spectra!(A=1ITIR).!!!!






&One!possible!reason!for!quantum!dot!attachment!failing!to!function!in!the!presence!of!Ag,!while!giving!robust,!reproducible!and!uniform!immobilization!in!the!presence!of! only! Au,! can! be! due! to! the! Ostwald! ripening! effect! [69].! The! Ostwald! ripening!effect!occurs!when!large!particles!grow!by!consuming!the!particles!with!small!size!due!to!odatoms.!It!has!been!also!shown!that!due!to!this!effect!Ag!atoms!can!grow!on!Au! surfaces! diffusion,! ligands,! and! chemical! potential! play! an! important! role.!Especially! thiol!molecules,!which! are!used! for! immobilization!of! quantum!dots!on!bimetallic!nanoatennas,!can!carry!and!transport!atoms!from!one!particle!to!another![69],![70].!!!!Before! finalizing! this! chapter,! it! should! be! noted! that! most! of! the! fluorescent!














Chapter!3!Molecular!Resonances!!When!a!molecule!is!placed!in!an!optical!resonator!of!volume!V!that!supports!several!electromagnetic!modes,!it!can!emit!or!absorb!a!photon!by!going!through!transitions!between! its! energy! levels.! Such! interactions! can! be! explained! by! quantum!electrodynamics!and!in!this!chapter!some!key!results!are!discussed.!Let!us!consider!an!optical!resonator!which!has!a!mode!of!frequency!! ≈ !!!that!matches!the!energy!levels!of!the!molecule!ℎ!! = !! − !!.![41].!&!3.1!Spontaneous!emission!and!absorption!!When!a!molecule!is!in!an!excited!energy!level!and!decay,!the!excitation!energy!can!radiate!into!in!the!electromagnetic!mode!as!a!photon.!This!process!does!not!depend!on! the! number! of! photons! already! present! in! the! mode! and! is! thus! called!
spontaneous&emission&(Figure!3.1!(a)).!The!decay!probability!per!second,!or!rate,!for!this!given!by:!!! !!" = ! !! ! ! ! ! (3.1)! !!where! the!!!is! cavity! volume,!! ! !is! the! transition& cross& section! (cm2)! centered!about!the!atomic!frequency!!!![41].!!If!the!molecule!in!the!cavity!is!in!its!ground!state!and!if!a!photon!is!available!in!the!cavity,! this!photon!can!be!taken!up!by!the!molecule!by!raising!the!molecule!to!the!higher! energy! level.! This! process! is! called! absorption& (Figure! 3.1! b)).! The!probability!for!absorption!is!governed!by!the!same!law!as!for!spontaneous!emission![41].!!!! !!"# = ! !! ! ! ! ! (3.2)! !!Because!the!process!is!induced!by!a!photon,!the!process!depends!on!the!number!of!photons!in!the!cavity.!If!there!are!!!photons!in!the!cavity,!it!increases!the!probability!of!photon!absorbed!by!the!atom!n!times.!!! !!"# = !! !! ! ! ! ! (3.3)! !!
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&
Figure& 3.1& –& (a)! spontaneous! emission! of! a! photon! into! the! mode! of! frequency!!!by! an!transition!from!energy!level!2!to!energy!level!1.!(b)!absorption!of!a!photon!with!energy!ℎ!!leads!to!upward!transition!from!energy!1!to!energy!2.!(reproduced!from![41])!
&3.2!The!lineshape!function!
&The! transition! crossIsection!! ! !described! in! previous! parts! characterizes! the!interaction! of! the!molecule!with! the! field! of! the!mode.! The! area! of! the! transition!cross! section! describes! the! strength! of! this! interaction! and! is! called! transition&
strength!or!oscillator&strength.!It!has!units!of!cm2IHz!and!is!given!by!the!following!equation:!!! ! = ! ! !"!! ! ! (3.4)! !!The!shape!of!the!transition!crossIsection!gives!the!relative!interaction!strength!for!photons! with! different! energies.! The! normalized! function! of! the! transition! cross!section!is!called!lineshape& function!! ! = ! ! /!!and!has!units!of!HzI1!and!unity!area.! The! lineshape! function! is! centered! at!!! !and! the! width! of! the! lineshape!function!is!known!as!transition&linewidth,!which!is!defined!as!the!full!width!at!half!maximum![41].!!!Absorption!and!fluoresce!spectra!of!dye!molecules!in!ensemble!measurements!can!show! linewidth! tens! or! hundreds! of! meV! at! room! temperature.! For! instance,!Rhodamine! 6G!molecule! in! ethanol! has! roughly! 170!meV! [71]! and! JIaggregate! of!TDBC! molecule! can! have! around! 30! meV! linewidth! at! room! temperature.! Even!though! the! molecules! that! make! the! ensemble! measurement! are! chemically!identical,!since!they!sense!different!surroundings,!they!can!have!different!spectra!to!a!small!degree,!which!results!in!inhomogeneous&broadening.! !When!we!consider!the!absorption!or!fluorescence!measurement!of!a!single!dye!molecule,!the!spectrum!is! free! of! inhomogenous! broadening,! and! it! only! has! homogenous& broadening.!








The! energy! width! can! be! obtained! from! the! Fourier! transform! of! the! lifetime!function.!The!real!part!of!the!resulting!function!has!a!Lorentzian!shape:!!!! ! ! = ∆! 2!! − !! ! + ∆! 2 !! ! (3.5)! !!with!the!following!lifetime!broadening!linewidth!!! ∆! = 12!!!! ! (3.6)! !!While! homogenously! broadened! spectra! of! a! single! molecule! has! Lorentzian!lineshape,! due! to! the! collective! and! statistical! behavior! of! molecules,!inhomogenously!broadened!spectra!have!a!Gaussian!shape.!
&3.3!Rayleigh!and!Raman!Scattering!




Figure& 3.2& –&Three!different! forms!of! light! scattering.! (a)!Rayleigh.! (b)! Stokes!Raman! (c)!antiIStokes!Raman.!The!dashed!lines!on!the!top!show!the!virtual!states.!(Reproduced!from![41]).!!
&3.4!Fluorescence!
&When!a!molecule! is!excited!from!the!ground!electronic!state!to!a!higher!electronic!state!by!absorption!of!a!photon,!the!molecule!temporarily!stays!in!its!excited!state,!usually! in! the! range! of! picoseconds! to! nanoseconds.! This! is! referred! as! the!fluorescence!lifetime.!The!excitation!from!the!ground!state!to!a!vibrationally!excited!electronic! state! such! as! S1! shown! in!Figure!3.3!with! green! arrows!happens! in! the!femtoseconds! (10I15! s)! range.! Then! the! molecule! can! relax! to! lower! S1! state! by!loosing! its! energy! to! the! environment.! This! is! called! thermal! relaxation! and! takes!place!in!the!picoseconds!range!(10I12!s).!Thermal!relaxation!is!shown!with!dark!blue!lines!in!Figure!3.3.![72]!!Once!the!molecule!is! in!its!vibrationally!relaxed!state,! it!can!decay!into!the!ground!state! through! different! ways.! If! it! decays! and! emits! a! photon,! this! is! called!fluorescence! and! usually! has! a! lifetime! around! nanoseconds! (10I9I10I6s).! One!should!note!that!the!intrinsic!spontaneous!rate!of!fluorescence!is!not!the!measured!rate!of!fluorescence.!It!is!the!longest!average!time!that!is!spent!in!excited!electronic!state!when! no! other! paths! lead! to! decay! to! the! ground! state.! It! is! defined! for! an!isolated!molecule! and! it! is! the!basic! quantum!mechanical! property.! Change! in! the!density!of!photons!can!alter!this!intrinsic!rate,!such!as!being!in!the!close!vicinity!of!a!plasmonic! nanoparticle! as! described! in! Chapter! 4.! Any! effect! that! can!modify! the!coupling!between!the!ground!and!excited!states!can!cause!this!rate!to!change,!such!as!molecular!conformation!fluctuation.!Otherwise!the!rate!stays!constant![72].!!!!From! vibrationally! relaxed! state! S1! the! molecule! can! also! undergo! nonradiative!relaxation,! usually! by! giving! its! energy! to! the! environment,! which! is! referred! as!
a
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!Finally,! there! can! be! additional! pathways! for! deIexcitation,! such! as! photolysis,!excited! state! reactions,! intersystem! crossing! (ics),! and! delayed! emission.! These!processes!are!not!the!subject!of!the!thesis!and!the!attached!papers!but!the!details!of!these!processes!can!be!found!in![73]!and![72].!!3.5!Rhodamine!6G!(R6G)!





&R6G!has!also!been!a!widely!studied!in!the!context!of!moleculeIplasmon!interaction!especially! with! silver! nanoparticles! for! surface! enhanced! Raman! spectroscopy!(SERS)!([16,75–80].!The!first!experimental!observation!of!SERS!of!R6G!adsorbed!on!colloidal! Ag! nanoparticles! was! reported! by! Hildebrandt! and! Stockburger! [76].!Detection!of!a!single!R6G!molecule!on!Ag!nanoparticles!at!room!temperature!made!SERS! an! important! spectroscopy! tool! for! single! molecule! studies! [16,77].! The!interaction!between!R6G!and!Ag!nanoparticles!was!further!investigated!by!localized!




















surface!plasmon!resonance!(LSPR)!response!of!the!Ag!nanoparticles!to!R6G!binding![8,80].!The!wavelength!shift!of! the!plasmon!resonance!showed!dependency!on!the!spectral! overlap! between! plasmon! and! molecular! resonances! due! to! plasmonImolecule! coupling.! In! Paper! 3,!we! further! studied! the! interaction! of! R6G!with! Ag!particles!where!surface!enhanced!absorption!dominates.!!
&3.6!JIaggregates!
&Molecular! aggregates! are! structures,! that! show! characteristics! intermediate!between!a!single!molecule!and!a!bulk!material.!They!can!consist!of!ten!to!thousands!of! monomer! molecules.! ! When! the! monomers! form! aggregate! structures! their!optical!properties!change!distinctly!and!they!can!show!nonlinearites![81,82].!!!In!1930s,! Scheibe!and! Jelley! independently!observed! this! interesting!behaviour! in!pseudoisoIcyanine! chloride! (PIC).! When! the! concentration! of! the! PIC! dye! is!increased! (above! around! 1! –! 10! mM)! in! aqueous! solution,! the! peak! position! of!absorption! of! the! dye! shifted! towards! higher! wavelengths.! The! full! width! at! half!maximum! (FWHM)! narrows.! The! absorption! coefficient! increases,! thereby!amplifying! strong! fluorescence! emission!with! a! small! Stokes! shift! [83].! Figure! 3.5!shows!the!absorption!spectra!of!PIC!chloride!aggregates!in!water!(the!solid!line)!and!PIC!chloride!monomers!in!ethanol!(the!dashed!line).!The!structure!of!PIC!chloride!is!shown!in!the!inset.!!!!!
Figure& 3.5! I! Absorption! spectra! of! PIC! chloride!monomers! in! ethanol! (dashed! line)! and!aggregates!in!water!(solid!line).!The!inset!shows!the!structure!of!the!PIC!molecule![83].!!!
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Similar! spectral! effects! were! observed! in! aqueous! solutions! of! the! PIC! dye! upon!increasing!NaCl!concentration,!which!leads!to!screening!of!electrostatic!charges!and!thus!promotes!aggregation.!These!spectral!changes!were! interpreted!as!a!result!of!dye! polymerization! and! are! called! either! Scheibe! aggregates! or! JIaggregates! (J!denoting! Jelley)! referring! to! the! name! of! the! discoverers.! ! If! the! aggregates! have!absorption!bands! shifting! towards!blue!wavelengths,! they! are! called!HIaggregates!(H!denoting!hypochromic).!These!aggregates!usually! show! low!or!no! fluorescence!emission.!Different! possible! arrangements! of! the!dye!molecules! in! the! aggregates,!such! as! brickwork,! ladder,! or! staircase! arrangements! have! been! suggested! [83].!Among! these!models,! the! brickwork! arrangement,!was! considered! to! be! the!most!likely!arrangement!of!monomers!in!PIC!JIaggregates.!Later,!a!threaded!doubleIstring!model! was! proposed,! which! may! be! interpreted! as! a! subunit! of! the! brickwork!model.! Another! suggested! model! was! threadlike! aggregates! composed! of! two!monomers!per!unit! length.!Even! though! the! true!nature!of! aggregate!molecules! is!still! under! investigation,! headItoItail! arrangement! of! monomers! to! form! JIaggregates,! the! parallel! arrangement! of! monomers! to! form! sandwich! type!aggregates,!HIaggregates,!are!considered.!!!!Molecular! optical! theory! can! provide! an! explanation! as! to! why! the! JIaggregates!show!distinct!properties!compared!to!their!monomers.!Figure!3.6!shows!the!energy!states! of! interImolecule! coupling! for! headItoItail! and! parallel! oriented!molecules.!When! two!molecules! are! close! to! each!other,! their! transition!moments! interact! to!form! two! new! energy! states.! In! Figure! 3.6! the! dashed! lines! represent! forbidden!transitions.! According! to! the! molecular! exciton! theory! described! in! [84],! if!molecules! oriented! in! the! headItoItail! configuration! exhibit! an! inIphase!arrangement,!the!transition!dipoles!cause!!an!electrostatic!attraction!and!therefore!a!lower! energy! state.! Similarly,! an! outIofIphase! arrangement! leads! to! electrostatic!repulsion!and!a!higher!energy!state.!Consequently,!an!inIline!transition!dipole!state!results! in! the! strong! spectral! red! shift! with! respect! to! monomer! due! to! energy!lowering.! Likewise,! electronic! transitions! in! parallel! dimers! is! blue! shifted! with!respect! to! electronic! transitions! in! monomers.! In! both! headItoItail! and! parallel!configurations,! the! inIphase! arrangement! leads! to! larger! dipole! moments! and!stronger!absorption!compared!to!the!monomer!case.!!!
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Chapter!4!MoleculeIPlasmon!Interactions!!!PlasmonImolecule! interactions! depend! highly! on! the! electronic! structure! of! the!molecule!and!can!be! categorized! into! two!kinds!of! interactions:!nonIresonant!and!resonant!coupling.!NonIresonant!coupling!takes!place!when!the!excitation!energy!of!the!molecule!is!not!overlapping!with!the!plasmon!resonance!energy,!while!resonant!coupling! occurs! in! case! of! a! spectral! overlap! between! molecular! absorption! and!plasmon!resonance![38].!This!chapter!will!provide!the!basics!of!different!moleculeIplasmon!interactions!and!some!examples!from!my!own!research.!!!In!nonIresonant! interactions,! the!molecular!resonances!are!strongly!detuned! from!the! plasmon! resonance! energy! [90].! Thus,! these! molecules! can! be! considered! as!being! a! nonIabsorbing! dielectric! medium! for! the! plasmonic! nanostructures.! Two!types!of!nonIresonant!coupling!are!described!in!this!section,!namely!refractive!index!dependent! plasmon! shift! and! nonIresonant! surfaceIenhanced! Raman! scattering!(SERS).!!!Resonant! interactions! occur! if! the! molecule! exhibits! a! strong! light! absorption!around! the! plasmon! resonance! energy.! This! interaction! can! be! weak! or! strong!depending!on!the!distance!between!the!plasmonic!particle!and!the!molecule,!as!well!as! the! electronic! structure! of! the! two.! In! this! section,! the! background! for! several!important! cases,! including,! resonant! SERS,! surfaceIenhanced! fluorescence! (SEF),!plasmon! enhanced! FRET,! electromagnetically! induced! transparency,! and! strong!coupling!are!given.!Although!not!all!of!these!phenomena!were!studied!in!this!work,!they! are! forming! the! basis! for! strong! lightImatter! interactions! and! therefore! are!important.!!!4.1!Refractive!index!dependent!plasmon!resonance!
&By!measuring!the!shift!in!the!plasmon!peak!position!in!the!extinction!spectrum,!it!is!possible!to!sense!different!molecules!and!solvents!via!refractive!index!change.!Shift!in! the! peak! position! can! be! extracted! by! fitting! the! plasmon! resonance! peak! to! a!polynomial!function.!In!Figure!4.1!the!consecutive!adsorption!of!different!molecules!on!the!same!gold!nanodisks!is!shown.!The!plasmon!peak!position!shift!depends!on!both! the!molecule! and! the! buffer! solution.! The! gold! nanodisks!were! prepared! by!holeImask! colloidal! lithography,! and! they! are! 100! nm! in! diameter! and! 30! nm! in!height.!They!show!a!plasmon!peak!position!at!around!658!nm!in!the!first!buffer.!The!first! injected! solution! is! a! mixture! of! thiolated! polyethyleneglycol! (PEG)! and!thiolated! polyethyleneglycol! biotin! (PEGIbio).! Thiol! covalently! binds! to! the! gold!
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surface,! which! results! in! a! red! shift! in! a! peak! position! of! 8! nm.! As! buffer! 1! is!exchanged! with! buffer! 2,! that! has! a! lower! salt! concentration,! the! plasmon! peak!position!blue!shifts!4!nm.!The!injection!of!polylysineIgraftIpolyethyleneglycol!(PLLIgIPEG)!does!not!result!in!a!large!shift!in!the!plasmon!peak!position!because!it!binds!mainly!to!the!glass!substrate.!Finally,!streptavidin!coated!quantum!dots!(SAIQD)!are!introduced,!and!these!bind!to!the!biotinIadsorbed!surface,!giving!rise!to!2.5!nm!peak!shift.!!
!!
Figure&4.1& ]!Change!in!the!plasmon!peak!position!by!adsorption!of!different!polymers!and!proteins! (PEG/PEGIbio,! PLLIgIPEG,! SAIQD)! on! gold! nanoparticles! in! different! buffer!solutions.!!4.2!SurfaceIenhanced!Raman!scattering!(SERS)!
&
Electromagnetic&enhancement&of&SERS&&!When!a!molecule!is!placed!close!to!a!metal!nanoparticle,!the!excitation!of!a!particle!surface!plasmon!greatly! increases! the! local! field!experienced!by!the!molecule.!The!nanoparticle!does!not!only!enhance!the!incident!field!but!also!the!Raman!scattering!from!the!molecule,!that!is,!the!particle!acts!as!an!antenna!for!the!molecule![38].!&
&In! the! absence! of! plasmonic! nanoparticles,! the! total! Stokes! Raman! signal! from! a!molecule!!!" !! !is!proportional! to! the!Raman!cross!section!of! the!molecule!!!"##! ,!the! excitation! laser! intensity!!(!!),! and! the! number! of! molecules! in! the! probed!volume! ![91].!!! !!" !! = !!!"##! !(!!)! ! (4.1)! !!
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When! the! molecule! is! in! the! vicinity! of! the! metal! nanoparticle,! experimental!observations! suggest! that! the! total! Stokes! Raman! signal!!!"#! !! !is! modified! by!two! effects:! the! enhancement! of! local! electromagnetic! fields,! and! a! chemical!enhancement.! We! express! the! electromagnetic! enhancement! factors! for! the! laser!and! the! Raman! scattered! field! as!!(!!)!and!!(!!)!respectively! (!! !is! the! laser!frequency! and!!! !is! the! frequency! of! the! Raman! scatted! field).! With! chemical!enhancement! the!molecule!experiences!a!different!Raman!process,!described!by!a!new! Raman! crossIsection!!!"#! .! The! number! of! molecules! involved! in! the! SERS!process!is! !.!The!total!SERS!signal!can!be!written!as!!! !!"#! !! = !!!!"#! ! !! ! ! !! !!(!!)! ! (4.2)! !!If!we!consider!a!small!metal!sphere! in! the!quasiIstatic!approximation!(see!Section!2.1),!the!distribution!of!the!induced!electric!field!!!"!of!a!point!dipole!in!the!centre!of!the!metal!sphere!is!given!by!the!following!formula.!Note!that!this!formula!is!given!for!the!molecules!oriented!along!the!radial!direction!of!the!metal!sphere.!!! !!" = !!"#$% ! − !!"#$%!!!"#$% ! + 2!!"#$%! ! !!! + ! ! !!! ! (4.3)! !
&
!
Figure& 4.2& ]& Schematic! diagram! for! illustration! of! the! concept! of! electromagnetic! SERS!enhancement!If!the!molecule!is!at!a!distance!!!from!the!surface!of!the!metal!sphere,!as!depicted!in!Figure! 2.2,! it! experiences! the! field!!!"#$%&#$ ,! which! is! the! superposition! of! the!incident!field!!!!and!the!induced!field!!!".!!!! !!"#$%&#$ = !! + !!"! ! (4.4)! !!
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The!ratio!of!the!total!field!at!the!position!of!the!molecule!to!the!incident!field!gives!the! field! enhancement! factor!!(!).! It! is! stronger! when! the! excitation! of! surface!plasmons!of!the!metal!sphere!is!resonant.!!!! ! ! = !!"#$%&#$(!)!!(!) ∼ !! ! − !!!! ! + 2!! ! !! + ! !! ! (4.5)! !!The!electromagnetic!enhancement!factor!for!the!total!Stokes!signal,!!!" !! ,!is!!!!!" !! = !(!!) ! !(!!) ! ∼ !! !! − !!!! !! + 2!! ! !! !! − !!!! !! + 2!! ! !! + ! !"! ! (4.6)! !!From!this!equation,!we!can!see! that! the!overall!enhancement!scales!with!E!!and! it!decreases! with! increasing! distance! ! ,! as! !!!" .! For! single! gold! and! silver!nanoparticles,! the! maximum! electromagnetic! enhancement! is! in! the! order! of!10! − 10!.!It!is!evaluated!to!be!in!the!order!of!10!!!for!the!gap!between!two!gold!or!silver!spherical!particles!separated!by!1!nm!distance![91].!!!As!described! in! the!previous! section,! the!electromagnetic! enhancement!of! SERS! is!strong!when! the! excitation! and! scattered! fields! are! in! resonance!with! the! surface!plasmons! [91].! If! the! electronic! transitions! of! the! molecule! are! close! to! laser!excitation! energy,! the! signal! becomes! stronger.! This! is! called! surfaceIenhanced!resonance!Raman!scattering!(SERRS)![92].!!!!4.3!SurfaceIenhanced!fluorescence!(SEF)!!When!an!isolated!molecule!(with!absorption!cross!section,!!!"#! )!is!excited!by!a!laser!at! energy! !!and!with! a! photon! flux!!! ,! the! total! number! of! absorbed! photons! is!equal!to![21]!!! !!"#! = !!"#! !! !!! ! (4.7)! !!If!an!electron!is!excited!from!the!!! 0 !to!the!!!!state!and!relaxes!to!the!!! 0 !state,!then!it!may!radiatively!decay!to!one!of!the!!!!states,!!! !! ,!emitting!a!photon!with!a!Stokes! shift,! ! = !! − !! .!The! total! rate! for!!! 0 → !! !! = !! − ! !transition!is!!!"#! !! !!!!and!the!overall!decay!rate!becomes!!!! Γ!"#! = !!"#! !! !!!! ! (4.8)! !!This! total! rate! consists! of! radiative,!!!"#! !! !!! !and! nonradiative,!!!"! !! !!! ,!contributions.!The!radiative!decay!rate!is!!
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In!the!vicinity!of!plasmonic!metal!surfaces,!the!fluorescence!intensity!and!lifetimes!can!be!modified!due!to!quenching!or!enhancement!by!a!change!in!the!excitation!and!emission!rates! (assuming! there! is!no!modification! in! the!molecular!energy! levels).!The! excitation! rate! at! the! position! of! the! molecule! can! be! modified! due! to! the!enhanced!local!electric!field!(! + !!).!This!gives!rise!to!a!modification!in!absorption!by! a! local! field! enhancement! factor! !"# !! !and! changes! the! brightness! of! the!molecule!without!affecting!the!quantum!yield!or! lifetime!of!the!molecule![93].!The!emission! rate! can! be! altered! due! to! local! photonic! density! of! states! where! factor!!!"# !! = !!"# !! +!!" .! !"(!!)!!"#! !!! !is! the! decay! rate! of! the! emission!into! the! nonradiative! channels,! such! as! absorption! by! the! metal,! and!!!"#(!!)!!"#! !!!!is!the!modified!radiative!decay!rate![28].!Additionally,!there!is!an!intrinsic! nonradiative! rate! !!"! !!! ,! but! this! is! negligible! with! respect! to!!!"(!!)!!"#! !!! .! Consequently,! the! modified! overall! decay! rate! for! !! 0 →!! !! = !! − ! !becomes!!! Γ!"# = !!"# !! !!"#! !! !!! = !!"#Γ!"#! ! ! (4.13)! !!and!the!modified!spectral!density!of!radiated!power!is!!!! !!"# !! = !!"# !! !!"#! !!Γ!"# !!"#(!!)!!"#! (!!)!!! !(4.14)! !!Then,!the!fluorescence!spectral!enhancement!factor!can!be!written!as!!! !!"#$ !! = !!"#(!!)!!"#! (!!) = !!"# !!!!"# !!"#(!!)! ! (4.15)! !!where! !"#(!!)!represents!the!resonance!due!to!localized!surface!plasmons,!which!enables!strong!fluorescence!enhancement!with!overlapping!plasmon!resonance!and!fluorescence!emission.!!!The!quantum!yield,! !,! and! the! lifetime!of! the!molecule,!!!!,! are! also!modified! as!follows:!!!! !! = Γ!"#! + Γ!Γ!"#! + Γ! + !!" + !!! ! (4.16)! !!! !!! = 1Γ!"#! + Γ! + !!" + !!! ! (4.17)! !!As! illustrated! in! Figure! 2.3,!Γ!!is! the! additional! radiative! and!k!!is! the! additional!nonIradiative!decay! rate!due! to!plasmonic!nanostructure.!An! increase! in! radiative!rates!results!in!increased!quantum!yields!and!decreased!lifetimes.!!
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!4.4!Purcell!Effect!
&The!lifetime!of!the!excited!state!of!an!emitter!is!not!an!intrinsic!property.!According!to! Fermi’s! golden! rule,! the! spontaneous! emission! of! an! emitter! depends! on! the!electromagnetic!environment!through!local!density!of!photonic!states!(LDOS)![94].!The! spontaneous!decay! rate! of! an! emitter! can!be!modified! by!placing! the! emitter!inside! an! optical! cavity! and! thus! changing! its! surrounding! LDOS! [95–97].! This!phenomenon! is! known! as! the! Purcell! effect! [95].! The! enhancement! of! the!spontaneous!decay! rate!of! an!emitter! is!described!by! the!Purcell! factor!as! follows![9,97–99]:!!!! !! = !!"#$%&!!"##!!"#$% = 3!!!4!!!!!!""! ! (4.18)! !!!!"#$%&!and!!!"##!!"#$% !are! the! decay! rates! of! the! emitter! with! and! without! the!presence!of!the!cavity.! !is!the!quality!factor!and!!!""!is!the!mode!volume!described!in!Chapter!2.!! !!is!the!wavelength!of!the!light! in!the!material.! In!other!words,!the!Purcell! factor! relates! the!LDOS! to! the! ratio!of! !to!!!""!(!!~! !!"")!and! the!LDOS!can!be!computed!from!the!imaginary!part!of!electromagnetic!Green!tensor![100].!!!4.5!Plasmon!enhanced!FRET!!!Another! example! of! moleculeIplasmon! interaction! is! plasmon! enhanced! Förster!(alternatively,!fluorescence)!resonance!energy!transfer!(FRET),!where!the!nearIfield!plasmon!resonance!of!metal!nanostructures!can!couple!to!molecules!in!the!vicinity.!FRET!is!a!nonradiative!energy!transfer!from!a!donor!molecule!in!the!excited!state!to!an!acceptor!molecule!in!the!ground!state!through!dipole–dipole!interaction.!FRET!is!limited!to!a!certain!distance!between!the!donor!and!the!acceptor!molecules!(around!0.5! I! 10! nm).! Therefore,! the! FRET! efficiency! is! highly! dependent! on! the! donorIacceptor! separation! distance.! The! rate! of! energy! transfer! between! the! two!fluorophores,!!!"#$ ,!is!determined!by!the!fluorescence!lifetime!of!the!donor!without!the!acceptor,!1 !!!!,!the!distance!between!the!fluorophores,!!,!and!the!characteristic!distance,!!!![72].!!! !!"#$ = 1!!!! !!! !! ! (4.19)! !!The!characteristic!Förster!distance!is!defined!as!the!separation!between!the!donor!and!the!acceptor!when!the!FRET!efficiency!is!50%.!It!is!proportional!to!the!spectral!overlap! integral! of! the! donor! emission! spectrum! with! the! acceptor! absorption!
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spectrum,!!,! the!quantum!yield!of!the!donor!in!the!absence!of!the!acceptor,!Q!,! the!dipole! orientation! factor,!!!,! the! refractive! index! of! the!medium,!!,! and! Avogadro!number,! !.!!!!! !!! = 9!! ln 10 !!!128!!!!!! ! ! (4.20)! !!! ! !The! spectral! overlap! integral! equation,! contains! contributions! of! the! donor’s!emission!spectrum,!!!,!",!and!the!acceptor!absorption!spectrum,!!!,!"#.!!! ! = !!,!" ! !!,!"# ! !!!"! ! (4.21)! !!The! FRET! efficiency! (the! quantum! yield! of! the! energy! transfer)! is! defined! as! the!ratio!of!the!rate!of!FRET!to!the!total!rate!of!deIexcitation.!1 !!!!!is!the!fluorescence!lifetime!of!the!donor!in!the!presence!of!the!acceptor.!!!
! E!"#$ = 1− 1 !!!!1 !!!! = !!"#$1 !!!! = 11+ !!! !! ! (4.22)! !!In! an! early! theoretical! work,! the! energy! transfer! between! two! molecules! was!investigated!when!the!molecules!are!placed!close!to!a!small!solid!particle![101].! It!was!shown!that!FRET!could!be!enhanced!with! the!assistance!of! the!particle! in! the!transfer! process.! In! the! presence! of! the! particle,! donor! dipole! induces! multipole!moments!on!the!particle,!which!can!be!much!larger!than!the!donor!dipole!itself.!The!degree! of! enhancement! of! the! dipole! depends! on! the! shape! of! the! particle,! the!location!of!the!molecular!dipole!with!respect!to!the!particle,!and!the!spectral!match!between! the! plasmon! resonance,! and! the! ‘overlap! integral! J’.! Firstly,! when! the!particle!dipole!is!excited,!it!can!couple!to!the!acceptor!dipole!and!modify!the!energy!transfer.! Secondly,! the! presence! of! the! particle! introduces! new! decay! channels!competing!with!the!energy!transfer.!Hence,!the!presence!of!the!particle!modifies!not!only!the!energy!transfer!rate,!but!also!the!radiative!and!nonIradiative!decay!rates!of!the!donor!and!acceptor!molecules.!From!the!given!parameters!above,!we!know!that!the!quantum!yield!of!the!donor!and!the!absorption!coefficient!of!the!acceptor!should!be!high!enough!for!a!significant!probability!of!the!transfer,!which!only!takes!place!in!a! limited! distance! between! the! fluorophores! [72].! Plasmonic! nanostructures! have!the! potential! to! enhance! the! characteristic! Förster! distance! by! improving! the!quantum!yield!of!the!donor!and!the!excitation!of!the!acceptor![102].!!!Figure! 4.5! shows! some! of! our! preliminary! results! of! enhancing! FRET! and/or!acceptor! emission! by! using! plasmonic! nanostructures! for! the! ratiometric! FRET!imaging! in! mammalian! cells.! MT1IMMP! (membrane! type! 1! matrix!
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metaloproteinase)! is! a! membraneIanchored! enzyme,! known! to! be! crucial! during!cancer!invasion!and!metastasis.!It!is!observed!in!a!broad!range!of!human!cancers!in!clinical! examples.! MT1IMMP! is! tagged! by! orange! and! red! fluorescent! proteins! in!order!to!have!simultaneous!visualization!of!a!MT1IMMP!in!addition!to!another!FRET!biosensor! which! is! tagged! by! the! most! commonly! used! FRET! pair! cyanIyellow!fluorescent! proteins! [103].! Figure! 2.4! gives! the! schematic! diagram! of! the! FRET!sensor!and!both!absorption!and!emission!spectra!of!donor!and!acceptor!fluorescent!molecules.!!!
!
&
Figure& 4.4& ]& On! the! left! is! a! schematic! diagram! of! the! FRET! biosensor.! The! absorption!(dashed! lines)! and! emission! (solid! lines)! spectra! of! donor! (mOrange2)! and! acceptor!(mCherry)!fluorescent!proteins!are!shown!in!the!graph.!Intensities!are!normalized![103].!!!In!this!system,!the!acceptor!molecule,!(mCherry)!exhibits!quite!a!low!quantum!yield,!of!0.2.!This!makes!the!pair! inefficient! for!ratiometric!FRET! imaging,!a!widely!used!method!to!measure!FRET!in!biological!applications.!It!is!based!on!separate!imaging!of!the!donor!and!acceptor!channels,!and!subsequent!division!of!one!channel!by!the!other!to!generate!the!ratio!image.!In!our!case,!the!acceptor!channel!is!divided!by!the!donor!channel!as!shown!in!Figure!2.5.!!!!
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&
Figure&4.5&]!Confocal!microscopy!images!of!live!HeLa!cells!expressing!the!MT1IMMP!FRET!biosensor!on!a! cover!glass.!The! images! in! the! first! row!show! the!crossIsection!of! the! two!attached! cells! and! the! images! in! the! second! row! show! the! bottom! part! of! the! plasma!membrane.! The! green! images! are! from! the! donor! channel,! the! red! images! are! from! the!acceptor!channel,!and!the!last!column!images!are!ratio!images!(acceptor/donor).!!!Our! aim! was! to! improve! ratiometric! imaging! by! using! plasmonic! nanoparticles.!Figure!4.6!shows!the!concept!our!experiments.!HEK293!(Human!Embryonic!Kidney!293)! cells! expressing! the! MT1IMMP! biosensor! are! grown! on! three! different!plasmonic!substrates.!Substrate!1!is!tuned!in!such!way!that!the!plasmon!resonance!peak! matches! the! donor! emission! and! the! acceptor! absorption.! Substrate! 2! is!designed! such! that! the! plasmon! peak! overlaps! the! emission! of! the! acceptor.! The!other!substrate! is! the!control,!a!simple!cover!glass!without!any!particles.!For!each!substrate,! 20I25! fluorescence! images! were! collected! under! the! same! imaging!conditions!and!parameters.!Ratio!images!were!processed!according!to!the!described!algorithm! [104].!The! integrated! intensity!was! calculated! for! each! image,! and! then!averaged! for! the! total!number!of! images,! giving! the!averaged! integrated! intensity.!Preliminary!results!of!the!experiment!are!shown!in!Figure!4.7.!Substrate!1!shows!a!higher! intensity! in! ratio! images! compared! to! the! control! substrate.!This! substrate!led!to!a!higher!intensity!in!the!acceptor!channel!and!a!lower!intensity!in!the!donor!channel,!possibly!due!to!enhanced!energy!transfer.!However,!more!experiments!are!needed! in! order! to! analyze! the! results! more! quantitatively! (e.g.! calculate! the!transfer!efficiencies)!and!to!understand!the!mechanism!behind!these!results.!!
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&
Figure&4.6& ]!On!the!left,!a!schematic!diagram!showing!the!mammalian!cells!expressing!the!FRET! biosensor! on! the! substrates.! On! the! right,! normalized! absorption! spectra! of! two!different!substrates!measured! in!water.!Substrate!1!exhibits! the!plasmon!peak!at!572!nm,!overlapping!with!donor!emission!and!acceptor!absorption!spectra.!The!substrate!2!shows!a!plasmon!peak!at!620!nm,!that!overlaps!with!the!acceptor!emission!spectrum.&
&






&Strong!coupling!between!molecules!and!plasmons!has!been!interpreted!from!many!different! perspectives.! ! Therefore,! it! is! possible! to! come! across! a! wide! range! of!terminologies!to!explain!the!phenomenon,!such!as!hybridization,!plasmon!splitting,!electromagnetically!induced!transparency,!and!plasmon!resonance!energy!transfer.!According!to!Halas!et!al.![105],!when!a!quantum!emitter!is!placed!near!a!plasmonic!nanostructure,! the! electromagnetic! interaction! between! the! surface! plasmon! and!the!exciton!can! result! in!hybridized!states.!The!wavefunctions!of! these!hybridized!states!are!interpreted!as!the!combination!of!the!exciton!and!the!plasmon!mode,!and!the!states!are!made!up!of!bonding!and!antibonding!states.!!According!to!other!authors,!the!strong!coupling!can!be!described!as!energy!transfer!between!the!molecule!and!the!plasmon![106].!For!instance,!Förster!resonant!energy!transfer! (FRET)! is! considered! as! a! weak! coupling! between! donor! and! acceptor!molecules.! FRET!assumes! that! the! transfer! rate! from!donor! to! acceptor! is! smaller!than!the!relaxation!rate!of!the!acceptor,!so!that!once!the!energy!is!transferred!to!the!acceptor,! there! is! little! possibility! of! reverse! transfer! to! the! donor.! When! the!interaction!energy!becomes!large!enough,!a!reverse!transfer!to!the!donor!becomes!possible,!and!the!system!shifts!into!the!strong!coupling!regime.!In!this!regime,!donor!and! acceptor! become! indistinguishable,! and! the! moleculeIplasmon! pair! is!considered!as!one!system.!In!a!similar!manner,!plasmon!resonance!energy!transfer!(PRET)!between!plasmonic!nanostructures!and!molecules!is!another!interpretation!of! strong! coupling! [18].! By! analogy! with! FRET,! where! the! donor! emission! and!acceptor! absorption! has! to! overlap! in! energy,! for! PRET! a! match! between! the!plasmon! resonance! and! the! electron! transition! energy! of! the!molecule! is! needed,!and! energy! can! be! transferred! through! the! dipoleIdipole! interaction! between! the!resonating!plasmon!dipole!and!the!molecular!dipole.!!Plasmonic! splitting! is! another! perspective! in! strong! coupling! literature,! which! is!observed!as!two!or!more!resonance!peaks!in!the!spectrum!of!the!particle,!depending!on!the!number!of!the!absorption!bands!of!the!molecule![107].!It!is!considered!as!an!analogy!to!Rabi!splitting! in!quantum!mechanical!systems.!From!this!point!of!view,!the!plasmonic!splitting!takes!place!because!of!an!exchange!of!photons!between!the!plasmonic! nanoparticle! and! the! dye! molecules.! Such! a! mechanism! under! some!circumstances! can! dominate! decoherence! rates! and! thus! result! in! new! coherent!hybrid!states.!!!It!was!also!claimed!that!by!varying!the!oscillator!strength!and!molecular!transition!line!width,!either!plasmonic!splitting!or!a!quenching!of!dips!could!be!observed!on!the! spectrum!of!dye!molecule! coated!plasmonic!nanoparticles! [107].!According! to!the! authors,! the! plasmonic! energy! transfer! described! by! quenching! dips! at! the!position!of!the!molecular!absorption!band!occurs!when!both!the!oscillator!strength!and!the!line!width!of!the!molecular!transition!of!the!dye!are!small.!For!a!large!line!width,! overall! quenching! can! be! observed.! On! the! other! hand,! the! plasmonic!
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splitting!occurs!when!both! the!oscillator! strength!and! line!width!of! the!molecular!transition!of!the!dye!are!large.!!
&Energy!level!splitting!is!considered!as!a!characteristic!feature!of!the!strong!coupling!interaction!and!can!be!understood!from!a!classical!approach![106].!
&4.7!Classical!coupled!harmonic!oscillator!model!
&The! coupled! harmonic! oscillators! model! is! an! intuitive! classical! model! used! to!explain!interaction!and!coupling!between!a!plasmonic!nanoparticle!and!an!emitter.!Here,! the!surface!plasmon!resonance!and!molecular! transition!are!each! treated!as!damped! harmonic! oscillators,! which! represent! the! polarization! of! the! metal!nanoparticles! and! the! emitter! [108].! The! oscillators! are! coupled! to! each! other!through! the! electric! near! field! with! the! coupling! strength!!!and! the! equations! of!motion!are!given!as![109]:!!! !!" ! + !!"!!!" ! + !!"! !!!" ! + !!! ! = !!" ! ! (4.23)! !! ! !! !! ! + !! !!! ! + !!! !!! ! − !!!" ! = !! ! ! (4.24)! !! ! !In! these! equations!!!" !and!!! !are! the! coordinates! of! the! surfaceIplasmon! and!emitter! oscillations,! !!" !and! !! !the! centre! frequencies,! !!" !and! !! !are! the!linewidths,!and!!!"!and!!!are!the!driving!normalized!forces!because!of!the!external!electromagnetic!field.!The!emitter!excitation!by!itself!is!insignificant!with!respect!to!the!metal!nanostructures,!therefore!the!driving!force!for!the!emitter!can!be!ignored.!If! the! applied! light! has! the! frequency! ! !and! the! driving! force! is!!!" ! = Re !!"!!!!!" ,!the!steady!state!coordinates!are!expressed!as!the!following:!!! !!" ! = !" !!! − !! − !!!! !!"(!)!! − !!"! + !!!"! !! − !!! + !!!! − !!!! ! ! (4.25)! !!! !! ! = !" −!"#$!"(!)!! − !!"! + !!!"! !! − !!! + !!!! − !!!! ! ! (4.26)! !!The! total!extinction!crossIsection!of! structure,!!!"#!,!including!both!absorption!and!scattering!can!be!calculated!from!the!work!done!by!the!applied!force.!!!! !!"# ! ∝ !!" ! !!" ! ! ! (4.27)! !!! !!"# ! ∝ !!!" !!! − !! − !!!!!! − !!"! + !!!"! !! − !!! + !!!! − !!!! ! !(4.28)! !!
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Even! though! the! scattering! crossIsection! cannot! not! be! calculated! in! a!straightforward!way!by!the!coupledIoscillator!model,!it!is!still!possible!to!calculate!it!in! quasiIstatic! limit! where! ! = !"! !is! the! wavevector! of! light! and! ! !is! the!polarizability!of!the!plasmonic!nanostructure.!!! !!"# ! = 4!"#$ ! ! !!!!!!!!!(4.29)! !!By!using!these!two!equations,!the!scattering!crossIsection!can!be!written!as!!!! !!"# ! = 8!3 !! ! !! ! !(4.30)!!! !!"# ! ∝ !! !!! − !! − !!!!!! − !!"! + !!!"! !! − !!! + !!!! − !!!! !! (4.31)!!It! is! also! possible! to! couple! the! oscillators! through! linear! terms! rather! than! the!derivative! terms! [106,108,110].! This! would! mean! that! coupling! occurs! through!displacement!rather!than!velocity!and!represent!a!simplified!version!of!the!coupling.!!In!that!case!the!equations!will!be!as!following:!! !!" ! + !!"!!!" ! + !!"! !!!" ! + ! !!" ! − !! ! = !!" ! ! (4.32)!! !! ! + !! !!! ! + !!! !!! ! + ! !! ! − !!" ! = !! ! ! (4.33)!! !!" ! = !" !!! + ! − !! − !!!! !!"(!)!! − !!"! − ! + !!!"! !! − !!! − ! + !!!! − !! ! (4.34)!! !! ! = !" !"!"(!)!! − !!"! − ! + !!!"! !! − !!! − ! + !!!! − !! ! (4.35)!! !!"# ! ∝ !! !!! + ! − !! − !!!! !!"(!)!! − !!"! − ! + !!!"! !! − !!! − ! + !!!! − !! !! (4.36)!! !It! has! been! reported! that! calculations! performed! with! coupling! through! both!derivate! and! linear! terms! resulted! in! qualitatively! similar! results! in! terms! of!extinction! and! scattering! spectra! [109].! We! preferred! to! use! coupling! through!derivative! terms! in! the! attached! papers! because! it! is! intuitively! easier! to!understand;!coupling!strength!being!a!rate!that!competes!with!other!damping!rates![111].!!
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Figure! 4.8! shows! the! scattering! spectra! of! two! coupled! harmonic! oscillators!calculated!with!equation!4.31.!Plasmon!resonance!is!represented!by!2.11!eV!central!frequency! and!250!meV! linewidth.!The!molecular! resonance!has! the! same! central!frequency!2.11!eV!and!linewidth!100!meV.!Coupling!strength!is!then!tuned!from!0!to!1.4!!!" !(350!meV).!As!the!coupling!strength!!!increases,!so!does!the!transparency!in!the! scattering! spectra.! When! the! coupling! strength,!!,!becomes! bigger! than! the!plasmon!linewidth!!!" ,!the!excitation!energy!oscillates!between!the!emitter!and!the!plasmonic! nanoparticle.! In! this! case! the! system! enters! a! truly! strong! coupling!regime.!Interaction!regimes!are!explained!in!more!detail!the!next!section.!!!
!!
Figure&4.8& ]!Scattering!spectra!of!two!resonators!coupled!with!harmonic!oscillator!model.!In!this!model,!both!plasmon!and!molecular!resonance!are!taken!as!2.11!eV!(588!nm),!with!zero! detuning.! Plasmon! and! molecular! linewidths! are! set! to! 250! meV! and! 100! meV!respectively.!!!4.7!The!coupling!constant!!
&The!coupling!constant!or!strength!of!the!interaction,!!,!can!be!also!written!as:!!! ! = !! !! ! !!(4.37)!!!In!the!equation!4.37,! !is!the!number!of!emitters!interacting!with!the!cavity,!!!is!the!transition!dipole!moment!of!the!emitter,!and!!! !is!the!vacuum!field.!!
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!! !! ! = ℏ!2!!!"!""! !!(4.38)!!!Coupling! strength! and! vacuum! field! can! be! described! within! soIcalled! cavity!quantum!electrodynamics!(cQED)! framework!–!a! theory!that!describes! interaction!of!a!single!twoIlevel!atom!with!a!quantized!electromagnetic!field!in!an!optical!cavity![112,113].!According!to!this!model,!the!total!Hamiltonian! ,!also!known!as!JaynesICummings!Hamiltonian,!is!given!by:!!! ! = !! + !! + !!"#! ! !(4.39)!!!Where! !!is! the! Hamiltonian! of! an! atom,! ! !is! the! Hamiltonian! of! a! singleImode!cavity!field,!and! !"#!is!the!Hamiltonian!of!the!interaction.!The!complete!derivation!of!JaynesICummings!model!can!be!found!in!the!following!reference![113].!!!In! CQED,! interactions! between! plasmons! and! emitters! can! be! classified! into! two!main! regimes:! the! weak! coupling! regime! and! the! strong! coupling! regime.! The!regime! of! the! interaction! is! determined! by! relative! strength! of!!!to! the! damping!rates! of! both! the! cavity!!!" !and! the! emitter!!!.! The! weak! coupling! regime! holds!when!! ≪ !!" , !!,!and!the!strong!coupling!regime!holds!when!!! ≫ !!" , !!![112].!!!In! the!weakIcoupling! regime,! the! damping! rates! of! the! emitter! and! the! cavity! are!larger! than! the! coupling! strength,! and! therefore! the! excitation! in! the! system!irreversibly!dissipates!before!any!coherent!energy!exchange!can!take!place!between!the!emitter!and!the!cavity.!In!this!case,!the!interaction!still!affects!the!emitter!and!is!observed!as!a!modification!of! the!decay!rate!of! the!emitter,!which! is!precisely! the!Purcell!effect,!as!described!in!the!previous!section![9].!!!On! the! other! hand,! in! the! strongIcoupling! regime! the! coupling! strength! is! larger!than! damping! rates! of! both! the! emitter! and! the! cavity.! Therefore,! the! excitation!energy! conserved! within! the! system! and! is! reversibly! exchanged! between! the!emitter! and! the! cavity,! known! as! Rabi! oscillations! [114].! This! can! be! also!considered,!because!the!excited!emitter!emits!a!single!photon!into!the!cavity!mode!and! periodically! reabsorbs! and! remits! the! photon! before! the! excitation! decays![112].!These!oscillations!lead!to!hybridization!of!energy!levels!of!the!cavity!and!the!emitter![115].!The!energy!eigenstates!of!the!system,!which!are!often!referred!to!as!the! dressed! states! are! shown! in! Figure! 4.9.! The! energy! difference! between! two!states!is!equal!to!2!!![113].!When!the!coupling!between!the!oscillators!strengthens,!the! energy! separation! (energy! splitting)! increases.! This! can! be! considered! as!repulsion! between! the! energies,! as! the! lower! energy! decreases! and! the! higher!energy! increases,!and! is! referred! to!as!antiIcrossing!behavior.!This!anticrossing! in!energy!with!a!separation!is!known!as!vacuumIRabi!splitting![60].!
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!In! Figure! 4.9! the! energy! level! diagram! for!!!photons! in! the! cavity,! known! as! the!JaynesICummings! ladder! is! also! shown! [31].! Note! that! the! energy! difference!between!dressed!and!undressed!energy!levels!is!given!by!! !!for!!!photons![9].!!!
!!
Figure&4.9.!The!schematic!of!the!dressed!energy!levels!of!the!JaynesICummings!interaction!is!shown.!On!the!left!the!degenerate!states!for!no!interaction!(undressed!energy!levels)!are!given![9,113].!!!!In!general,!it!is!not!easy!to!reach!the!strong!coupling!regime!using!plasmons,!since!they! are! highly! lossy.! However,! an! intermediate! regime,! i.e.!!!" > ! > !!!can! be!satisfied! fairly! easily.! This! regime! is! known! as! the! bad! cavity! limit.!Electromagnetically! induced! transparency! is! an! example! of! this! limit![9,109,116,117].!!!Because! the! decay! rate! of! the! plasmonic! nanoparticles! is! often! the! limiting!parameter! for! reaching! the! strong! coupling! regime,! !/!!" !ratio! becomes! an!important! parameter! to! be! maximized.! By! using! the! equation! 4.37,!!/!!" !can! be!written!as!following.!Here,!the!ratio!depends!on!the!quality!factor! ,!effective!mode!volume!of!the!cavity!!!""!and!number!of!molecules! !interacting!with!the!cavity.!!!! !!!" ~ !!!"" !! ! !(4.43)!!!In! order! to! be! able! to! enter! the! strong! coupling! regime,! the! quality! factor! of! the!cavity!should!be!increased.!This!can!be!done!by!either!reducing!the!damping!of!the!material! or!building!hybrid! cavity! systems,! e.g.,!microtoroid! resonators! and!metal!
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nanoparticle! cavities! [118]! or! a! plasmon! distributed! Bragg! reflector! resonator![119].! These!plasmonic!hybrid! resonators! combine! the!benefits! of! a! high!QIfactor!and!with!a!small!mode!volume![9].!Figure!4.10!shows! the!comparison!of!different!cavities!coupled!with!different!emitters![60].!!!
!
Figure& 4.10! Comparison! of! optical! resonators! and! plasmonic! nanotriangle.! (reproduced!from![60]!).!!
Photonic 
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InAs QDd < 25 nm294 x 10-40.09
0.17
9371.3273500.3360.18
In0.3Ga0.7As QD30 x 100 nm2600.0030.08
0.16
7441.66120000.071250.14
GaAs QDd = 44 nm920.0150.28
0.81







&A! strongly! interacting! system! can! be! characterized! by! antiIcrossing! behaviour.! A!system! that! consists! of! two! coupled! oscillators! can! be! identified! by! two! natural!frequencies.! When! the! coupling! between! the! oscillators! strengthens,! the! energy!separation! (energy! splitting)! between! these! two!oscillators! increases.! This! can!be!considered!as!repulsion!between!the!frequencies,!as!the!lower!frequency!decreases!and! the! higher! increases.! Anticrossing! in! energy! with! a! separation! is! known! as!vacuumIRabi! splitting.! An! example! of! antiIcrossing! behaviour! for! a! coreIshell!nanoparticle!is!illustrated!in!Figure!4.10![120].!Here,!the!core!is!silver!and!the!shell!is!a!resonant!molecule.!Scattering!and!absorption!spectra!are!calculated!by!keeping!the!core!radius!and!the!plasmon!resonance!constant!and!by!varying!the!molecular!resonance!relative!to!the!plasmon!resonance.!The!spectra!are!plotted!for!the!three!different! coupling! regimes:! enhanced! absorption! (Figure! 4.10a),! induced!transparency! (Figure! 4.10b)! and! strong! coupling! (Figure! 4.10c).! For! enhanced!absorption!and!induced!transparency!cases,!the!scattering!plots!show!a!small!peak!splitting.!However,!the!absorption!plots!do!not!show!anticrossing!behaviour.!In!the!strong! coupling! case,! the! anticrossing! behaviour! is! clear! in! both! scattering! and!absorption!spectra.!!!!
!
Figure& 4.11.! Appearance! of! anticrossing! behaviour! between! plasmonic! and! molecular!resonances!from!enhanced!absorption!to!strong!coupling.!The!left!column!is!scattering!and!the!right!column!represents!the!absorption!spectra.!!!!
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Chapter!5!Experimental!Methodology!!In! this! chapter,! general! background! about! the! material,! sample! preparation,! and!characterization!methods! used! in! attached! papers! are! presented.! In! Paper! 1! and!Paper! 3,! silver! colloidal! (BBI! Solutions! and! SigmaIAldrich)! particles! stabilized! by!citrate!were!used.!In!Paper!2,!silver!nanotriangles!are!synthesized!by!photoinduced!conversion! method! [121].! In! Paper! 3! Ag! particles! are! coated! with! thiolated!Rhodamine! 6G! and! Paper! 1! and! 2! is! about! colloidal! Ag! nanorods! coated! with! JIaggregates.! The! details! of! how! to! coat! Ag! particles! by! the! dyes! are! given! in! the!attached!papers,!along!with!the!details!about!the!equipment!and!parameters!used.!!
&5.1!SelfIassembled!monolayers!(SAM)!
&There! are! different! ways! of! immobilizing! fluorescent! emitters! on! metal! surfaces,!such! as! by,! physical! and! chemical! interactions.! One! of! the! most! common!immobilization! methods! is! the! adsorption! of! molecules! on! metal! surfaces! via!organic! thiol! chemistry.! Thiols! have! strong! affinity! towards! noble!metal! surfaces.!With! thiol! chemistry,! it! is! possible! to! engineer!organic! surfaces!on!metal! surfaces!with!various!chemical!functionalities![122].!For!example,!thiols!such!as!alkanethiols!can! adsorb! on! gold! (Au),! silver! (Ag),! and! copper! (Cu)! and! form! selfIassembled!monolayers.! The! adsorption! of! thiols! on! these!metals! show! structural! differences!due! to! the! differences! in! reactivity! of! the! surface! of! the! metal! (i.e.! especially!oxidation!of!the!surface)![123].!!
&5.2!Tween!20!
&Polyoxyethylene! (20)! sorbitan! monolaurate,! also! called! Tween! 20,! is! a! nonionic!surfactant! used! to! prevent! irreversible! aggregation! upon! chemisorption! of!alkanethiols!on!colloidal!metal!nanoparticles.!In!Paper!3,!colloidal!Ag!nanoparticles!were!coated!with!thiolated!Rhodamine!6G!in!the!presence!of!Tween!20.!The!physical!adsorption! of! Tween! 20! onto! metal! nanoparticles! prior! to! adsorption! of! thiol!stabilizes!the!particles!against!aggregation!by!the!oligo(ethylene!glycol)!subgroup!of!Tween!20![124].!The!interaction!between!metal!(Au/Ag)!surfaces!and!Tween!20!is!weaker! than! the! interaction! between! metal! surfaces! with! alkanethiols! (i.e.!physisorption! versus! chemisorption).! The! weakly! adsorbed! surfactant! could! be!subsequently!displaced!by!alkanethiols!chemisorbing!onto!the!metal!surface.!Fusion!of! the! metallic! cores! of! particles! is! one! of! the! mechanisms! causing! irreversible!aggregation! of! colloidal! particles.! Tween! 20! prevents! aggregation! by! acting! as! an!
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&PolyILIlysine,! APTES! ((3IAminopropyl)triethoxysilane)! and! APTMS! ((3Iaminopropyl)Itrimethoxysilane)! are! used! in! our! papers! to! attach! silver! or! gold!colloidal!particles!to!glass!substrates.!!!!










&To! immobilize! the! silver! or! gold! colloidal! nanoparticles! we! used! the! following!recipe.!First!a!10%!volume!APTES!in!ethanol!or!10%!volume!APTMS!in!methanol!is!prepared.!Then!a!clean!cover!class!is!dipped!into!the!solution!and!left!for!minimum!5!minutes.!It! is!then!rinsed!with!ethanol!or!methanol.!After!drying!with!a!nitrogen!gun,! silver! or! gold! colloidal! particles! are! drop! casted.! Particles! are! incubated!depending!on!the!concentration!achieved.!!!
&5.4!Quantum!dot!attachment!on!gold!nanoparticles!!
&For!the!directionality!project,!the!aim!was!to!attach!quantum!dots!on!gold!surfaces!using!the!following!recipe,!which!is!adapted!from!the!following!report![128].!!!Streptavidin!conjugated!CdSe/ZnS!quantum!dots!were!attached!to!the!gold!surface!by!means! of! thiol! chemistry.! Gold! nanoparticles! fabricated! by! holeImask! colloidal!lithography!were!first!functionalized!with!biotin!through!thiol!bonds.!!!First,!7%!wt!biotinICONHIPEGICOIC2H4ISH,!5!kDa,!purchased! from!Rapp!Polymere!(SHIPEG(5)Ibiotin)! and! 93%! wt! HOIPEGINHCOIC2H4ISH,! 3! kDa,! purchased! from!Rapp!Polymere!(SHIPEG(3)),!were!mixed!in!order!to!optimize!the!concentration!of!biotin! on! gold! surface.! The! final! concentration! of! the!mix! becomes! 0.3!mg/ml! in!HEPES! buffer! solution! (0.01! M,! add! 0.9M! K2SO4,! pH! 7.4).! The! nanoparticles!substrates!were! incubated! in! the!mix! for! 60!minutes.! Excess!material!was! rinsed!from!the!surface!with!milliIQ!water!by!letting!substrates!to!stay!in!milliIQ!water!for!30I60! minutes.! Then! the! substrates! were! dried! with! a! nitrogen! gun.! This! step!functionalizes!the!gold!part!of!the!substrates!with!biotin.!!!As!a! second!step,! the!glass!part!of! the! substrates!was!protected! from!nonIspecific!binding! of! quantum! dots! by! using! polyILIlysine! modified! polyethylene! glycol,!PLL(20)Ig(3.5)IPEG(2),! purchased! from!Susos! (PLLIgIPEG).! PLLIg_PEG!attaches! to!the!glass!surface!through!electrostatic!interaction.!PLLIgIPEG!was!prepared!in!0.01!mg/ml! concentration! in! a! HEPES! buffer! (0.01M,! add! 0.15M! NaCl,! pH! 7.4).! The!substrates!were!incubated!in!the!solution!for!30I60!minutes,!rinsed!in!milliIQ!water!for!30I60!minutes,!and!then!dried!with!a!nitrogen!gun.!!!Finally,!streptavidin!conjugated!quantum!dots!were!drop!casted!on!the!substrates.!Streptavidin! conjugated! quantum! dots! were! purchased! from! Life! Technologies.! 1!!M!stock!solution!of!quantum!dots!was!diluted!200!times!for!the!final!concentration!of!5!nM!in! the!TRIS!buffer!(0.1M,!add!0.15M!NaCl,!pH!8.2).!The!solution!was!drop!casted!on!substrates!and!left!for!stay!for!30I60!minutes.!The!substrates!were!rinsed!in!milliIQ!water!for!30I60!minutes!and!finally!dried!with!a!nitrogen!gun.!!!This!method!provides!uniform!and! reproducible!quantum!dot!attachment!on!gold!nanoparticles.!The!binding!kinetics!of!each!step!was!monitored!with!refractive!index!dependent!plasmon!resonance!as!shown!in!Figure!4.1.!The!fluorescence!image!of!the!
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resultant!quantum!dot!immobilized!gold!nanoparticles!is!shown!in!Figure!2.7.!Note!that!the!fluorescence!image!of!the!laser!illumination!is!not!completely!uniform.!We!observed! that! the! thiol! chemistry! described! above! does! not! work! when! the!nanoparticles! contain! both! gold! and! silver,! such! as,! like! bimetallic! vertical!nanoantennas! most! probably! due! to! the! Oswald! ripening! effect! mentioned! in!Chapter!2,!directional!emission!section.!!!
&5.5!HoleImask!colloidal!lithography!!!HoleImask! colloidal! lithography! (HCL)! technique! [14]! was! used! to! fabricate!nanodisks! on! a! glass! surface! for! Paper! 3,! Paper! 4! and! bimetallic! vertical! and!horizontal!nanoantennas! as! a! continuation!work!of!Paper!4.!The! fabrication! steps!are!illustrated!in!Figure!5.4.!!!First!a!sacrificial!resist!layer!is!deposited!on!substrate!by!spin!coating.!Poly(methyl!methacrylate)!(PMMA)! is! one! of! the! common! resist! used! in! holeImask! colloidal!lithography!(step!1).!Spin!rate!is!determined!according!to!the!aimed!thickness!of!the!resist!and!nanoparticles!thickness!and!shape.!The!substrate!is!then!baked!in!an!oven!to!make!the!resist!hard.!In!order!to!make!the!surface!of!hydrophilic,!the!substrate!is!exposed!to!mild!oxygen!plasma.!Then!PDDA,!which!is!a!negatively!charged!polymer,!and! the!positively!charged!polystyrene!beads!are!dropped,! rinsed,!and!dried! from!PMMA!surface! (step!2).! 10!nm! sacrificial! gold! is! evaporated!on! top!of! the! sample!(step! 2).! Polystyrene! beads! are! tapeIstripped! (step! 3).! Then! PMMA! is! exposed! to!oxygen!plasma!for!etching!till!of! the!substrate!to!make!holes!(step!4).!The!desired!height! of! the! material! is! evaporated! with! the! desired! angle! (step! 5).! PMMA! is!removed!by!dissolving!in!acetone!(step!6).!!Step! 6! in! Figure! 5.4! shows! the! resulting! structures! used! in! the! papers.! Silver!nanodisks!are!used! in!Rhodamine!6G!work! in!Paper!3.!Polystyrene!beads!with!80!nm! diameter! were! used.! 25I32! nm! silver! was! evaporated! on! top! of! a! 2! nm!chromium!layer!for!the!purpose!of!adhesion.!SilverIgold!vertical!nanoantennas!are!used! as! in! the! directionality! study,! which! is! continuation! of! Paper! 4.! 150! nm!polystyrene! beads!were! used! in! this! study.! 40! nm! silver,! 30I40I50! nm! aluminum!oxide,!and!30!nm!gold!were!sequentially!evaporated.! In!the!antenna!structure,! the!bottom!disk!is!silver!with!a!150!nm!diameter!and!40!nm!height.!The!top!disk!is!gold!with! a!~80I100!nm!diameter! (depending! on! spacer! thickness)! and!30!nm!height.!The!two!disks!are!separated!with!an!aluminum!oxide!spacer!of!different!thicknesses.!Finally,!silver!vertical!nanoatennas!are!used!in!Paper!4.!SEM!images!of!the!samples!were!shown!in!Figure!5.7!!!!!!
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!
Figure& 5.4& –& The! fabrication! steps! of! sample! preparation! for! Ag! nanodisks,! bimetallic!vertical!and!horizontal!nanoantennas.!!
pmmasubstratepolystyrene beads
step 1: deposition of sacri!icial resist later and polystyrene beads
step 2: evaporation of 10 nm gold mask
step 3: tape-stripping of polystyrene beads
step 4: oxygen plasma etch
step 5: material evaporation: silver and gold
step 6: lift-off







Figure&5.5&–&SEM!images!of!nanoparticles!fabricated!by!holeImask!colloidal!lithography.!(a)!silver! nanodisks.! (Thanks! to! Alexander! Dmitriev)! (b)! AgIAu! bimetallic! vertical!nanoantennas.!(c)!AgIAu!bimetallic!horizontal!nanoantennas.!!!
& &5.6!DarkIfield!microscopy!!




























&Fourier! imaging! means! imaging! the! back! focal! plane! of! the! objective! lens.! It! is!important! because! it! provides! information! that! cannot! be! collected!with! ordinary!dark!field!imaging!technique.!For!instance!by!means!of!this!technique!it!is!possible!to!image!the!emission!pattern!of!single!molecule!to!determine!its!orientation![129]!or!the!emission!pattern!of!a!nanoantenna!as!described!in!the!attached!Paper!4.!!Figure!5.8!shows!the!calculated!emission!pattern!of!a!dipole!at!the!airIglass!interface!at!the!back!focal!plane!of!the!objective.!Figure!5.8Ib!and!c!are!the!emission!patterns!of! horizontal! dipoles,! Figure! 5.8Id! is! a! vertical! dipole! and! Figure! 5.8Ie! is! for! the!dipole!standing!in!the!diagonal.!!!!!!
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installed! in! the! secondary! Fourier! plane.! The! diameter! of! the! opaque! stop!corresponded! to! NA! <! 0.9,! so! that! the! light! emitted! at! higher! angles! could! pass!through.!!
&5.8!Fluorescence!microscopy!








































































































Chapter!6!Summary!and!Outlook!!Paper! 1.& Approaching& the& strong& coupling& limit& in& single& plasmonic& nanoparticles&
interacting& with& JGaggregates& is! a! study! of! single! silver! nanorod! interacting! with!sheets! of! JIaggregate! cyanine! dye.! ! We! observed! very! strong! dips! in! scattering!spectra! which! we! attribute! to! strong! interaction! between! localized! surface!plasmons! of! silver! nanoparticles! and! electronic! excitations! in! the! molecular! JIaggregate.! The! scattering! spectra! show! about! 50%! transparency,! which! are! the!largest!dips!reported!to!our!knowledge!at!the!single!particle!level.!The!reason!why!JIaggregates!showed!stronger!dips!in!scattering!is!the!high!oscillator!strength!of!the!molecule,!the!narrow!molecular!resonance!width,!and!small!silver!particle!volumes.!We! studied! this! coupled!moleculeIplasmon! system!with! a! classical! model,! where!two! harmonic! oscillators! are! coupled! to! each! other.! We! fitted! the! model! to!scattering!spectra!of!20!different!individual!silver!nanorods!coupled!to!molecular!JIaggregates.! The! parameters! obtained! from! the! model! showed! an! antiIcrossing!behavior,!which! is! attributed! to! a! strong! coupling! regime.!Moreover,!we! analyzed!the!system!by!using!an!analytical!model.!A!coreIshell!model!was!used! to!calculate!polarizability!of!the!dyeIparticle!structure.!We!found!that!the!transparency!dips! in!scattering!spectra!increase!with!higher!surface!to!volume!ratios!of!the!particles.!In!other!words,!smaller!particles!show!less!radiative!damping!and!narrower!plasmon!width,! and!have!more!dye!molecules!per!metal! atom! in! the! core.!This! results! in!a!stronger!interaction!between!dye!molecules!and!plasmonic!particles.!&
&Paper! 2.& Realizing& strong& lightGmatter& interactions& between& single& nanoparticle&
plasmons& and&molecular& excitons& at& ambient& conditions.+ This! paper! is! a! followIup!continuation! of! Paper! 1.! In! this! paper! we! studied! interaction! of! molecular! JIaggregates!with!silver!nanotriangles!at!the!single!particle!level.!Silver!nanoparticles!have! large! size! distribution! and! it! is! possible! to! obtain! very! small! volumes! in! the!same! batch.! We! obtained! different! interaction! regimes! such! as! strong! coupling,!electromagnetically! induced! transparency,!weak!coupling,!Fano!shape!and!even!3Ipeaked!spectra!at!single!particle!level.!We!mainly!attributed!the!variation!in!spectra!to!varying!mode!volumes!of!the!particles!and!varying!spectral!overlap!between!the!plasmons! and! the!molecular! resonances.! In! contrast! to! Paper! 1,!we! used! a! liquid!crystal!tunable!filter!for!spectroscopic!measurements,!which!allows!high!throughput!hyperIspectral!imaging!of!many!individual!particles!simultaneously.!!!!Another! important! contribution! in! this! paper! is! imaging! JIaggregates! interacting!with!silver!particles!with!SEM,!TEM!and!AFM!techniques.!There!are!very!few!studies!about! formation!and! structure!of! JIaggregates!of! the!TDBC!molecules.!We! tracked!the!formation!of!JIaggregates!and!imaged!how!they!attach!to!silver!nanoprisms.!The!
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results!indicates!that!the!JIaggregates!are!layered!sheetIlike!structures!and!that!the!silver!nanoprisms!lie!on!top!of!the!sheets!when!they!are!adsorbed!on!a!substrate.!!!Paper! 3.! Interactions& between& nanoparticle& plasmons& and& RhodamineG6G:& strong&
coupling&or&enhanced&absorption?&is!a!report!about!observing!dips! in!the!scattering!spectra!of!R6G!coated!silver!particles!at!the!ensemble!and!the!single!particle!level.!For!the!ensemble!measurements,!the!silver!particles!were!fabricated!by!holeImask!colloidal!lithography.!Scattering!measurements!were!made!at!ensemble!level.!These!spectral!dips!correspond!to!the!wavelengths!where!R6G!has!absorption!features.!We!used! a! new! form! of! R6G! which! has! a! thiol! end! group.! The! thiol! group! makes! it!possible!to!adsorb!R6G!on!silver!specifically!and!densely.!This!is!an!important!effect!because! the!number!of!molecules! interacting!with!plasmonic!nanoparticles!affects!plasmonImolecule! interaction.! Another! effect! that! influences! the! number! of!molecules!adsorbed!on!the!plasmonic!nanoparticles!surface!is!the!solubility!of!dye!molecules.! Both! ordinary! R6G! and! thiolated! R6G! have! lower! solubility! in! water.!Scattering! spectra! of! R6G! adsorbed! silver! nanoparticles! were! compared! for! two!different! dyes! (thiolated! vs.! ordinary! R6G)! in! two! different! solvents! (water! vs.!methanol).! The! number! of! molecules! absorbed! on! the! surface! was! quantified! by!thiol!exchange!experiments.!The!estimated!number!of!molecules!shows!agreement!with!previously!reported!values.!Thiolated!R6G!in!methanol!showed!similar!number!of!molecules! like! selfIassembled!monolayers,!while! ordinary!R6G! resulted! in! subImonolayer!coverage.!Both!dyes!had!more!molecules!adsorbed!on!the!silver!surface!due! to! lower! solubility! in!water.! Thiolated!R6G!had! structures! similar! to!micelles!formed! because! of! its! hydrophobic! thiol! and! hydrophilic! dye! parts.! Scattering!experiments! were! also! performed! for! individual! colloidal! silver! nanoparticles!coated! with! R6G.! These! spectra! showed! spectral! dips! as! well.! FDTD! simulations!were! performed! for! ensemble! measurements! and! Mie! theory! calculations! were!done! for! single! particle! measurements! to! understand! the! mechanism! behind! the!spectral!dips.!They!both!showed!good!agreement!with!the!experimental!scattering!spectra!and!the!estimated!number!of!molecules.!The!calculated!absorption!spectra!suggested! that! surface! enhanced! absorption! is! the! main! mechanism! behind! the!spectral!changes!in!this!case.!This!is!an!important!result!because!in!previous!studies!similar!spectral!dips!were!attributed!only!to!strong!coupling!between!the!molecule!and!plasmonic!nanoparticles.!!!Paper!4.!A&bimetallic&nanoantenna&for&directional&color&routing!is!about!experimental!realization! of! bimetallic! nanoantenna! dimers! that! scatter! red! and! blue! light! in!opposite!directions.!These!bimetallic!nanoantennas!consist!of!closely!spaced!silver!and! gold! nanodisks! made! by! holeImask! colloidal! lithography! as! compact! as!~λ3/100,! where! λ! is! the! wavelength! of! visible! light.! Scattering! from! the! dimer!nanoantennas!was! collected! at! the! back! focal! plane! of! the!microscope! system,! so!called!Fourier!plane,!by!blocking!the!transmitted!incident!light!with!an!opaque!stop!with! a! corresponding! size! of! the! critical! angle.! Dimers! show! directional! emission!when!they!are!illuminated!with!both!perpendicular!and!parallelIpolarized!incident!light! to! the! dimer! axis.! Simulations! reveals! that! the!mechanism! behind! this! color!routing!property!comes! from!maximizing! interference! in!one!direction,!which!was!
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achieved!by!using!two!different!material!composition.!Indeed,!there!is!a!difference!in! permittivities! of! gold! and! silver! nanodisks.! ! Gold! nanodisk! supports! interband!transitions! between! a! wavelength! region! of! 400I500! nm,! which! increases! the!imaginary!part!of! its!permittivity.!On!the!other!hand,!silver!nanodisks!do!not!have!interband! transitions! within! this! wavelength! region.! This! difference! results! in! a!positive! phase! shift! in! the! blue! part! of! the! spectrum,! thus! scattering! of! different!wavelengths! in! different! directions.! Furthermore! this! concept! is! explained! by! an!analytical! simulation!of! two!weakly! interacting! induced!dipoles! in!metal!particles,!where! the! relative! phase! shift! between! two! resonances! in! monometallic! and!bimetallic!dimers!are!compared.!!!Several!directions!can!be!taken!to!proceed!in!this!field!as!continuation!work:!!!Absorption! measurements! at! the! single! particle! level! rather! than! scattering!measurement! would! be! a! more! direct! way! to! understand! the! main! mechanism!behind!plasmonImolecule! interactions.! Single! particle! scattering!measurements! in!smaller! particles! becomes! challenging! due! to! lower! radiative! damping! rates! of!plasmonic! nanostructures.! This! puts! even! more! emphasis! on! the! need! of!measurements! in!absorption! rather! than!scattering,! since!absorption!becomes! the!dominant!effect!when!particles!become!smaller.!On! the!other!hand,! single!particle!absorption! measurements! are! experimentally! difficult! to! achieve.! Developing! a!method! which! enables! single! particle! absorption! measurements! would! be! an!important!step.!!!!A!very!interesting!and!rare!threeIpeaked!spectrum!was!obtained!for!nanotriangleIJIaggregate! coupled! system.! Even! though! the! coupled! harmonic! oscillator! model!suggests!that! interaction!between!two!different!JIaggregates!with!slightly!different!linewidths!and!a!single!silver!nanoprims!could!be!the!mechanism!behind!this,!FDTD!simulations!did!not!predict!the!threeIpeaked!observations.!Further!study!should!be!performed!to!understand!the!physics!behind!this!effect.!!!Single!nanotriangles!are!the!main!focus!in!the!JIaggregate!papers.!As!a!continuation!investigation! of! dimers,! trimers! and! more! complicated! structures! can! be! done.!These! structures! have! stronger! hot! spots!which!might! result! in! stronger! or!more!complicated!coupling.!!!Additional! work! can! be! done! on!molecular! JIaggregates! in! different! perspectives.!Further!understanding!structure,!formation!and!binding!of!JIaggregate!molecules!on!metal!nanostructures!will!open!up!more!room!for!molecular!plasmonics.!!Stability!of!JIaggregates!is!another!direction!to!go.!It!has!been!shown!that!they!can!easily!break!up! into!monomers!by! laser! illumination.!Embedding! JIaggregates! into!metal!oxide!layer!could!be!an!option!to!stabilize!the!dye.!!Thiolated!R6G!has!potential!to!provide!an!advantage!over!ordinary!Rhodamine!6G!in!various!applications!which!involve!specific!and!selective!binding!of!the!molecule!to!nobel!metal!surface.!Thus!by!designing!SERS!substrates!with!different!materials,!
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it!can!be!possible! to!densely!attach!R6G!to!specific!positions!on!the!substrate.!For!instance,! immobilizing! R6G! specifically! on! hotspots! can! enable! stronger! SERS!enhancement!factors.!!!!Thiolated!R6G!has!a!strong!advantage!over!ordinary!R6G!in!terms!of!having!densely!packaged! molecules! on! silver! particles.! However,! Paper! 3! indicated! that! the!effective!oscillator!strength!became!lower!when!they!were!too!closely!packed.!The!mechanism!behind!should!be!further!investigated.!Mixing!smaller!thiols,!such!as!6ImercaptoI1Ihexanol,! with! thiolated! R6G! may! optimize! spacing! between! R6G!molecules.! Moreover,! the! structural! configuration! of! thiolated! R6G! on! silver!nanoparticles! is! not! known.! Orientation! R6G! molecule! with! respect! to! dipole!orientation! in!plasmonic!nanostructure!affects!coupling!between!the!molecule!and!the! nanostructure.! Density! functional! theory! can! be! used! to! understand!configuration!of!thiolated!R6G!on!silver!surface.!!More!comparative!studies!between!ordinary! and! thiolated! R6G! can! be! done! for! deeper! understanding,! such! as!monitoring! binding! kinetics! with! localized! surface! plasmon! resonance! sensing! or!quartz!crystal!microbalance.!!!Another!possible! future!work!could!be!studying! the!moleculeIplasmon! interaction!at!low!temperatures.!!Even!though!thiolated!R6G!increases!the!number!of!molecules!attached! to! silver! nanoparticles,! the! interaction! is! basically! surfaceIenhanced!absorption.!The!linewidth!of!Rhodamine!6G!can!be!decreased!in!low!temperatures!by! eliminating! homogeneous! broadening.! Having! a! smaller! linewidth! can! help! to!attain!stronger!moleculeIplasmon!interaction.!!!Finally,!for!directional!emission!from!bimetallic!nanoantennas,!the!next!natural!step!is! attaching! an! emitter! to! the! nanoantenna! and! realizing! the! directional! emission!from! the! emitter.! Actually! this! was! what! we! continued! with! in! vertical!nanoantennas! by! using! streptavidinIbiotin! chemistry! to! attach! quantum! dots.!However,!we! think! that! the! surface! chemistry! probably! failed! to!work! due! to! the!Oswald! ripening! effect! in! the! presence! of! silver! nanoparticles.! Different! surface!chemistry!techniques!and!different!configurations!remain!to!be!tested!further.!! !
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